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S T E V E N S

$18,400 IS WILLED TO
HIS NURSE

Repeating Shotgun No. 520

_ fEWCLUB

SIX LIGHTNING SHOTS
SOLID BREECH

SHOT SHELLS

.HAMMERLESS

Prof.

Haynes Rewarded Faithful
Service of Seven Years.

PRICE 4 CENTS

(f

REPEATING
RIFLES
There are many makes of hunting
rifles, but only one that is reliable; that’s
the Winchester. Winchester rifles repeat.
They don’t jam, catch or fail to extract.
From the eleven different models of W inches
ter Repeaters, you can easily select a rifle
adapted for hunting your favorite game, be it
squirrels or grizzly bears. Winchester rifles are
made for low, medium or high power cartridges in all desir
able calibers from .22 to .50, and in styles and weights to suit
everybody. N o matter what Winchester you select, you can
count on its being well made, safe, accurate and reliable.

Mertie N. Kinney of 26S Normandy
street, Dorchester, nursed Professor
Henry V. Haynes through
seven
Introduced more than fifty
years of invalidism, and to show his
years ago.
M o re popular
11
appreciation of her care, he willed
today than ever.
'
her 100 shares of United Fruit stock, |
T h e perfect ignition of the
p
worth $.18,400.
N o . 2 primer insures a quick,
Professor Haynes died a week ago, j
NON-BALKABLE.
snappy load seldom found in
gj
at his home at 239 Beacon street. ;
black powder shells.
His will was probated yesterday at j
P e r f e c t l y bal
For all shotguns.
the Suffolk Probate C.ourt.
It con- ;
anced.
tained this clause:
R e m in gton .- U M C — the per- ■
List Price, 125.
“ To my nurse, Mertie N. Kinney,
W in c h ester g u n s and W in c h e ste r am m u n ition — th e R e d W
feet shooting combination.
Brand — a r e /m a d e f o r each o th er and sold e v e r y w h e r e .
100 shares of capital stock in the
For sale by all
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION
I
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
|
(United Fruit Company, for her faith
M O R E T H A N A M I L L I O N W IN C H E S T E R S ARE IN USE
progressive
m er
< 29B Broadway
ful nursing for many years, to which
New York City
chants. INSIST ON
I have attributed my good health.”
“ I had no idea that he would be so
STEVENS.
generous,” Miss Kinney declared last
Latest
Catalog
i night.
“ He was a dear man and I
For Your Fishing Trip Try
and “ How to Shoot
|nursed him for seven years.
Well” mailed for the
“ It really doesn’t make any dif"
asking.
Iference to me whether it is 100 or
No place like it for salmon, also trout and laketrout.
100C shares.
I shall live just as I
J. STEVENS ARMS S
: do now.
No, I haven’t any hobbies
Send for book B. Grand Lake Stream, Maine.
to ride.
I shall not even go abroad,
TOOL CO.
as I went to Italy and England three
times
in almost as many years with
P. O. Bor 5 0 ’
take the place of Rumford. The game
Professor Haynes. f Naturally, I am
CHICOPEE FALL, MASS.
was rather slow but still it was inter.
pleased at Professor Haynes’ kind
ness,
but
I
shall
not
do
anything
star
(Continued to page 8.)
Advertising Pays Y ou
! ling as a result of it, you may be
Isure.”
im W
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Professor Henry W. Haynes
was i
horn in Bangor, Me., Sept. 20, 1830.
A L IC E S W I F T T R U E .
In 1842 he entered the Boston Latin
Mrs.
Alice
Swift True, wife of Frank
.school, from which he was graduated
OF TH E
E.
True,
died
at the Eye and Ear In
Mountain View, Maine
in 1847.
He was graduated from
firmary. Wednesday, Feb. 7. She en
Harvard in 1851.
Professor Haynes
F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite o r a d d r e s s
tered the hospital for an operation and
studied law at the harvard school
had been there one week.
Her death
and
was
admitted
to
the
Suffol^bar
L. E. BOW LEY,
was a grejit shock to her relatives and
on September 26, 1856.
Mountain View,
. . .
Maine.
friends. She had not been in good
Professor Haynes has been a mem health for some time but until recently
STANDARD
ber of the school committee and a had been able to direct her household
trustee of the Boston public library. and take an interest in home affairs.
TYPEWRITER
Professor Haynes made bequests to
Mrs. True was born in Farmington
the Boston Latin School Association j village 47 years ago, in what was called
KENNEBAGO,
the
Massachusetts Historical Society, ¿he Swift house on the corner of High
M A IN E
the Peabody Museum at Cambridge, ancj Middle streets. She was the eldest
Are situated in a great fishing section. When planning a trip either
the Boston Society of Natural His- j daughter of J. Weston Swift and Julia
for fishing or rest, it will pay to write for terms, etc. Separate camps, «
fine table and an ideal spot to spend vacation days.
story aud Harvard University—Boston Wright Swift and grandchild of the
ED GRANT (Sl S O N S ,
Hennebago, Maine J
!FostRev. J. S. Swift, the originator and for
| Maine Woods, w th many other many years editor of the Chronicle.
j friends in Pniuips, are pleased to She was a student at the May School
, hear of' Miss Kinney's good fortune. and Farmington State Normal school,
HAS TWO-COLOR
RIBBONS,
graduating from that institution in 1885.
^ ^ r o w f f s , " C a m p s ) ,H L a k ^ K Î i z a r ^ ^
%
She taught successfully in Phillips,
BACK-SPACER, TABULATOR
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
CHARGED WITH BURNING RED- Strong, Farmington, Bartlett, N. H.,
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
and
many new and valuable patented
and in the Ricker Institute at Houlton
INGTON CAMPS.
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
features
that other typewriters do not
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
and has always had a lively interest in
us for booklet, rates and detailed information. Address
schools and school work.
have.
J. .Fred Hough of Phillips, was
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
Mrs. True is survived by her husband
brought before Judge Currier C. Hol
and three children, who reside at 41
man, of the lower court, Farmington,
True street, East Deering, her mother
Send for “ The Royal Book,” 32
Wednesday, on the charge of burning
and sister, Mrs. L. W. Ripley, of Farm
pages of typewriter information—•
property with the intention of de- ington.
j
the finest typewriter catalog ever
frauding the insurers.
The proseThe funeral services were held at
issued. Yours for a postal card.
! cution was instigated on the part of the home conducted by the Rev. O. H.
i the insurance commissioners at Au Wright. Beautiful flowers from loving
|jj
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and flyROYAL TYPEWRITER GO.
gusta. The hearing was held at 2.30 friends and neighbors covered the cas
fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet.
County
Attorney,
C.
N.
Blanchard,
ket
and
spoke
of
the
love
and
esteem
of
I JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Fraaklin Co” Tim’ MaineRoyal Typewriter Bldg.,
New Yorfc
Esq., of Wilton, prosecuting attorney, those who will sadly miss her cheerful
268 Devonshire St.,
Boston, Mass
jWitnesses appeared for the state in Christian presence.
(the persons of Mr. and Mrs. Gideon
Smith, Mrs. L. L. Luce, Howard True
and Shep Blair, who were all em
ployed at Redington the past season;
SH IP YOUR
Mr. Bran», a detective
employed by
SEASON OF 1912
The
seniors
are
nowj
wearing
their
the insurance companies of the state,
THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
and who has made several trips to new class rings.
The basket ball team was very much
¡Phillips recently, and H. F. Beedy,
Publishes a beautiful little Booklet in colors, Esq., agent for the several compan disappointed because the Rumford to mcmillan fur & wool co.
M I N N E A P O L I S , MINN.
was cancelled.
A game may be
Illustrated Circular Free to anyone interested in
«entitled “FISHING”. It tells all about where to go, ies, in which Mr. Hough was insured. game
RAW FURS.
arranged
later
between
the
two
teams.
Nothing was offered by the
de
in the Rangeley and Dead River Regions of Maine, fense. The defendant was bound over The Junior class will soon give a Trappers’ Guide Free to those who ship to us.
and contains an accurate Map of this Territory. to the September term of the grand farce to raise funds for the reception
/jury and gave bonds for $1,000, next June.
Address with stamp,
Phillips High school plays Madison
it
! Elmer Voter of Phillips, anu E. HerIn T h e M ain e W ood s
_ i High school Friday night in Lambert
bert Dingley of Farmington, bonds
F. N. BEAL, G.
Phillips, Maine.
hall.
Madison
is
reported
to
have
a
men.
Sportsm en's Guide Book
pretty good team and they will prob
Nearly all of the evidence given
llth Annual Edition
ably make the local boys go some to
in was in regard to the amount of
Published by ^ e
win.
personal effects which Mr. Hough
All the schools had a holiday last
claimed to have had/in the camps
Thursday as it was Washington’s birth BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R . R.
at the time of the fire at Redington.
JOE W H IT E RUNS F L A K E S L E E L A K E G A M P S in the
day.
Mailed anywhere for 15 rents to atamp*.
Mr. Hough has retailed E. E. Rich
D ea d R iver R egion, w here you can ca tch tro u t ev e ry day in
The basket ball team won a decisive
Address Cleo. M. Houghton,
ards, Esq., of Farmington, and J. victory from the Farmington High
the s e a s o n . T h a t’ s the point and th a t’ s the fact. W r ite to
Passenger Traffic Manager.
Blaine Morrison, ESq., of Phillips, as school, 1912 team, last Friday night.
JOE W H IT E , E u stis, Me,. For B ook let and P a rticu la rs .
Bangor, Maine.
his attorneys.
The Farmington team was secured to
*+»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<*»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
The fastest and
e a s i e s t operating
pump gun on the
market.
“ The last
word in Repeating
Shotguns. ”

* The old original black
powder shells.

~ B A L L ’S G A M P S .

NEW

M o u n t a in V i e w H o u s e

MODEL

ROYAL

GRANT S GAMPS At

PRICE, $75

f ......TIM

POND

CAM PS

SPRING FISHING
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GO TO JOE’S
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School Notes
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Upon arriving closer I noticed that
Ifellow” to rush from the depths, but
be delivered a good line with a light
’ I was disappointed.
> Quite tired by this time I even re~ rod and was evidently an angler of
These g ood !
i sorted (much against my will, of no mean pretensions.
G. W . PICKEL,
course) to a favorite prescription |dualities oftimes excite jealousy in
„ M
t
K e p e a t in g M e
TAXIDER M IST
among fishermen, which, it is claimed the breast of fishermen and though
Dealer in Sporting Goode, Fishing
T h e gun to use for rab
by many, will bring good luck—I re- .1 am no angel, I was not affected Tackle Indian Moccasins, Basket«
bits, squirrels, hawks,
fer to “ corn-juice.”
I partook of ! m that way.
and Souvenirs.
this
panacea
in
homeopathic
(? )i Arriving within hailing distance I Rangeley,
Main*.
crow s and alb small
doses quite frequently but without ef* j ventured,
good
morning,
what
game*
feet as far as the fish were
con luck?”
Here’ s the rifle you have been
^
NASH OF M AINE.
I held my breath before his reply:
cerned.
'waiting for--an up-to-date.22 caliber repeater that
Licensed Taxidermist, Norway, M«*
“
Oli,
none
at
all—I
haven’t
risen
a
Having flogged that
water four
handles without change or adjustment .22 short, .22 long
Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
How I thanked him
and .22 long-rifle cartridges of all makes and styles, yet sells at
hours, I sat down and quietly rumi single salmon.”
the surprisingly low price of $8.50.
nated;
“ Well,” i mused, “ I have in my heart for those few words. I
T h e solid-top and side ejection are always a protection, keep shells, powder
fooled many people for many years, breathed again as normally as if noth EDMOND J. BOUCHER.
and gases from your face, allow instant repeat shots. Quick take-down construction—
Licensed Sientific, Taxidermist.
easily cleaned— takes little space and brings greatest pleasure at small expense.
but I can’t fool a single salmon for jng had happened and determined if
to make friends with him (Tanner) Will give you Standard
Learn more about the full 7
7
7
rrr//rtline. Send 3 fJie7ilar/infirearms C
o.
a single
moment.’’
I thought it possible
Stamps postage for the 136 page Tanfist catalog. 33 Willow Street
N ew Haven, Conn.
Moth proof work in all branches ot
was too bad my early training had thenceforth and forever.
Please do not misunderstand me, I j Taxidermy and Tanning. Price list
not led me into a deeper study of
ichthyology, for I certainly would am not covetous and I would have with useful Instructions FREE.
have known better than to pose as heard with joy that the salmon were N. E. Tel. 572-52.
Auburn, M«.
a vaudeville artist on that lake dur rising to the fly that morning, but I 186 Main St.,
ing some hours and go through so could hardly have stood it to have
many gyrations
r the edification of had him say, “ Yes, I have landed
T. A. JAMES
an audience
hundreds of salmon. a salmon that weighed three pounds,”
Will continue to do business in W1»
BY FLY ROD
Lunch hour having arrived, we w eij especially after my
twelve hours’ throp and make a specialty of Mu m ashore to feast and I to try to for work the day before.
um work and mounting and painting*
I introduced myself and found him of fish in oil and water color.
get my hard luck.
of
After spending an hour devouring to be Newton Newkirk, editor
look after my fishing interests for
Boston, Mass., Feb. 23, 1912.
Winthrop, - - - Maine..
all kinds of good things and not for “ The National Sportsman,” an out
Uncle Sam brought me a most wel (the next ten days.
I must say that, as a guide I have getting that fisherman’s solace, a good door magazine devoted to rod and
come letter today, it was the fulfil
From
E S T A B L IS H E D 1892.
lment of a promise made by my frien never found a more willing or com pipe, which always inspires the an gun and published in Boston.
Practical Glassblower, and Man*Dr. Halleck of New York, one even petent one during the ten years I gler with renewed hope, we again set that moment we became good fishing
pals, but before the season closed j facturer of Artificial Eyes for Taxi
sail for the fishing grounds.
(have been fishing in Maine.
ing last September.
For the next five hours, I gave a he had so endeared himself to me dermists a Specialty. 35 years B *
The Doctor who is an expert fly
Next accompanied by Mr. Brown w
fisherman and has cast the tempting Went to the boat house, which is a continuous performance or repeti that I feel privileged to call him one j Porieuce.
F. SCHUMACHER
fly in many different parts of this floating inclosed structure of large tion of the pre-eding program, ex of my best loved friends. In addition
round globe where the followers of dimensions and contains 40 boats of cept that perhaps I increased the to calling him that I also know him 285 Halladay St.,
Jersey City, N. J*.
homeopathic well enough now to call him “ Newt.”
Isaac Walton meet, in the past has good size, most of them being 16 to universally prescribed
When a fisherman is of such cal
made great records at Rangeley.
18 feet long and four to five feet dose of “ corn-juice” to what might
Last autumn for once “ fisherman’s ¡beam, of the class known in Maine he ermed allopathic treatment. But, iber that he will pull his own boat
“ M O N M O U TH MOCCASINS.”
kick” was his, and sitting before the as the “Kangeley boat," but built do not be misled regarding what is away from a choice section of water
where
salmon
are
rising
and
invite
They are made for
open fire in the office of the Range- in Norway, Me. In my opinion, these said about the fisherman—“ When the
ley Lake House, the genial angler boats are much superior to any I day is far spent he returneth smell another to take his place, his heart
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen*
»aid, “ I have reeled in Fly Rod and have fished from in Maine on account ing of strong drink and the truth is must be in the right place and it
Known the world over for excel
Mr.
inn going to Kezar lake tomorrow to of their steadiness, which is most not in him,” else how could I ac must be a mighty big one.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free*
repeatedly did this until
try for the salmon,” and when we desirable to the fisherman who pre curately describe that first day’s fish Newkirk
I
felt
ashamed
to
further
accept
such
M. L. G E T C H E L L OO.,
.¡shook hands and said good bye un- fers t* stand while casting.
ing on Kezar lake?
Moreover, I had
concessions.
“ Newt,” as I shall
*fl another year I renaatfced. “ Doctor,
I chose a boat 18 feet long and no headache next morning!
Monmouth,
Main*,
is a skillful
t wish you wonid pnomise some day (five feet beam.
The inside was cov
Right here, dear Fly Rod, I ask henceforth oaSl him,
this winter to take time and write ered with canvas.
The stern held a you
hear me witness to the above angler and belter than that is one
me the fish facts about your trip, comfortable chair and just forward statement.
I have met
You have seen me on of nature’s noblemen.
RODS A N D SN O W SH O ES.
it would interest me and I am sure of this was a good fly seat upon many an evening after a hard day’s hundreds of fishermen during the pas
I
make Rangeley wood and split b a a -*
make mighty good reading for the which
tSSSZf'& TvJBSS:
delight to sit when playing fishing during the past 10 years and 50 years, but not one who could meas
up to his standard
h*xla to let.
Snowshoes to order.
[Maine Woods.”
And the sportsman a fish.
¡should be a most competent judge as ure
TT
.
*
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Main
“who once gives his word can be
He owns a beautiful cattage-camp
My guide launched the boat, which to my veracity concerning cause and
trusted every time, and here is the contained all kinds of good fishing effect.
Any jury in Christendom fit the head of the lake where he and ------------------------------------— --------letter I welcomed today.
tackle, a commodious basket filled would promptly acquit me of any sue his good wife, a most estimable lady,
spend a part of each season.
G U ID E S’ AD D R ESSES.
with palatable things for the “ inner accusation.
The weather for the first five days ( This colum n is fo r sale to guide«
At
last
my
guide
interposed;
“
Sup
man”
bent
on
a
long
day’s
sport.
DR HALLECK AND "NEWTON
warm and the temperature i
tt « lr addresses to appear
*®,
“ Behold
the fisherman!
He a* pose, Doctor, he suggested, “ we try- continued
_ ,.
,
,. ,
[ Maine Woods each week In alphabetic^
NEWKIRK” ANGLE FOR
(riseth early in the morning and dis- to get some other kind of fishing.»’- ot the water, which I tested every d ay! order. For price, address, Maine wood«,
■'—
' "ai ne.
________
It being less than two hours from remained about the same, 65 to 67 i t'muiiI>s» Ms
turbeth the whole household. Mighty
SALMON AT KEZAR
are his preparations.
He goeth fort the day’s end and being almost dis degrees.
Up
to
this
time
I
had
»o
t
James
E
Durrell>
Rangeley, Me.
LAKE.
full of hope.
When the day is far couraged, I gladly consented.
Re caught a single salmon because c o n -! Joseph j . Hill, The Forks, Maine,
spent he returneth—” etc., etc.
sult: two perch, one pound each; ditions were not favorable, but I got j ames Brigg8> Howe Brook, Maine,
Well, we were soon under way.The one bass, one pound, and one picker some fish every day, bass, pickerel N. B. Nile, Rangeley Maine,
New York City, Feb. 20, 1912.
lake is as clear as crystal and its el, two and a quarter pounds, which and perch. Three of the bass weighed
My Dear Fly Rod:
We arrived two pounds each and one which put
(dimensions including Lower Kezar, beats nothing a mile.
According to a promise made you I
at
camp
about
6
p.
m.,
and
so end■approximate
10
miles
long
andone
¡narrate as follows my fishing ex
ACADEMY 1911
eth
the
account
of
my
first
day’s
fish th U C a L T p o L edfedthreeand!1804 HtBR°N
and
a
half
miles
wide
in
the
widest
perience at Lake Kezar, Maine, dur
On
the
fifth
day’s
fishing
I
caught
i
Prepares
thoroughly
for all
A good supper
It lies almost directly north ing at Kezar Lake.
ing the last ten days of September part.
college and scientific school«.
niy first salmon and thereafter each j
awaited
me,
also
sympathetic
and
south
and
is
dotted
with
several
o f last year.
College, Classical
Upper Kezar is fed words
from
the
good
host, succeeding day Newt and I hooked,
The point of departure from the [small islands.
and
netted and weighed 21 salmon. Their
by
numerous
springs
but
principally
his
text
being,
“
Stick
to
it,
Doc
(Boston & Maine R. R. is Portland,
English
Courses.
separate weights follow; 2, 2, 2%,
you’ll get ’em tomorrow.’ ’
(thence in a northwesterly direction by three mountain streams.
Location ideal for high mountain air
2%,
2%,
4,
7%,
3%,
3
3%,
4,
3,
3&,
There is Mill stream on the east,
I arose early the next morning afte
jvia the Maine Central R. R. 50 miles
pure water and quiet environment.
Cold brook northwest , and Great a good night’s rest and once more I 41/i, 3 ^ , 4, 3, 3^, 3%, 4 and 9%.
jto Fryeburg, Oxford county.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
The total weight of the above fish
was full of hope.
What does the
There I was met by an auto and brook at the head of the lake.
Winter term opens Tuesday, January
The
salmon in spawning season poet say about this little word of fou was 79% pounds, or an average of
after a delightful drive of 18 miles
2, 1912. Spring term opens Wedneeeach.
ascend
Great
brook until swift and letters?
Ah, yes!
“ Hope inspires 3.77 pounds
(over good roads to Center Lovell,
,
day, April 3, 1912.
It is at the human breast, incites to noble These salmon were all taken casting Catalog on request. Write Principal*
[landed at Brown’s camps, which are ¡shallow water stops them.
Hope affected me just vith rods weighing less than five'
\/V. E SA R G EN T, Lltt. D.
located on the eastern shore of Up the mouth of this stream and its chan deeds," etc.
that
way
as
we
left camp for the ounces, each on a single fly hook
nel
into
the
lake
where
the
best
fly
per Kezar lake and within a stone’s
Hebron,
Maine*
My varying in size from a No. 8 to a No.
throw of this beautiful expanse of fishing for salmon is to be had and fishing grounds that morning.
I have fished in Maine waters
thither we made our way.
tackle had been looked after care 12.
water.
I took the temperature of the wate fully, a little wind gave encourage for the past ten years but never be
64
I will not attempt to describe the
I ment, my guide thought conditions fore have I had such grand sport and
(grandeur of the scene presented to in shore and found it 67 degrees.
. . . ............................ —
toy view as I alighted from the car also tested it again on the surface were favorable and that we would last year was by no means a fair sea- ■■
Ison. We rose more than three times jy tore out and the big fellow waa
that afternoon, because I fear rem in the center of the lake and it was surely have luck
To be perfectly frank, I felt chesty the number taken, a few of which |lost.
iniscences of the past might creep 65 degrees, which was not reassuring
The season then was quite
y leader over the side we hooked and lost.
into my mind and supplant this simpl for surface fly fishing, as salmon or (when I put
cold and therefore conditions were
One large salmon estimated by my most favorable.
(fishing tale.
Suffice to say, howeve trout cannot live in water of such ito soak while on the way up the lake
guide and self to weigh at least 12
I shall pray for just such weather
’that the panoramic view of the Whit temperature, hence they must remain to the brook.
When within
couple of miles of pounds, I hooked and had on a few next September when I arrive there*
Mountains in the distance, the beau in cooler water deeper down.
W. C. Halleck, M. D.
tiful autumnal foliage
interspersed, Upon arriving at Great brook every the grounds I discerned, with the aid minutes when owing to a defective
[with the evergreens which framed thiifg looked unfavorable—there was of my marine glasses, a fisherman snell, I lost him.
The salmon of Kezar lake I am in PETITION TO CLOSE MEADOW BROOK
the lake to the water’s edge, pro no wind and not a ripple disturbed hard at work casting his flies over
formed
by Mr. Brown of
Brown’s
the
surface
of
the
lake.
However,
I
that
particular
portion
of
the
lake
vided a sight alone worth the tHp.
I received a most cordial greeting Began to cast, although believing that which I thought belonged to me. camps, were never fly fished for prio
Petition of W. S. Barton and 11 oth
¡from the host and hostess, Mr. and no salmon would be foolish enough Mentally I calculated the hours spent to the autumn of 1910, although many ers, residents of Windsor, has been re
I had traveled there yesterday by myself and while I large salmon have been caught troll ceived by the commissioners of inland
Mrs. B. E. Brown, and soon found to rise to my fly.
myself in a large, comfortable room a long distance to fish and remem- at first was prone to resent any such ing for the past six years, especially fisheries and game, asking that Meadow
The largest I brook, Windsor, tributary to the W est
seated before a cheerful open fire (bering the text of the newspaper ad intrusion on the part of this “ butter- the month of June.
[piled high with birch logs which gave vertising agent, “ Keeping everlasting in,” I recalled my long seige of the have seen (taken by this method) branch of the Sheepscot river, be closed
As far as I to all ice fishing for four years, from
forth warmth and comfort so much ly at it brings success,” I kept casting. day before arid a feeling of pity for weighed 14% pounds.
(appreciated after a brisk drive iu the I will wager that I whipped the sur that poor misguided angler took the can learn there have been only two the headwaters of the brook to Coburn
anglers to fly fish Kezar lake before mill. A hearing has been ordered for 2
face of more than 50 acres of that place of resentment in my heart.
bracing autumn air.
I thought of the years I had fished m experience last September, one P. M., Thursday, Feb. 29. at the office
Aftfer supper, which I heartily en placid lake without getting a single
I resorted to all the tricks for salmon in the different parts of a guide named Durkee, living some of the fish and game commissioners at
joyed, and a cigar before the fas iise.
cinating fireplace where we talked ¡known to the fly fisherman. I chan the United States with success—when where near Umbago,g lake, and Mr. the State House.
“ fish” for an hour or more, I re ged my flies, using various shades i got them (not taking into account Harry Dutton of Boston, a well-know
tired to my room which I found conr and colors. I changed the sizes of my the times when I didn’t) and mentall angler.
Longevity of the Earth.
They both fly fished in the lake
That the age of primitive man in
(modious, well-ventilated and provided flies, beginning with a No. 6, and sympathised
with
that unfortu
with ample closet accommodations, finally getting down to a No. 12 wet nate fellow believing all his efforts the last three days of September, Fan nee runs back at leas' two hun
a large comfortable bed, snowwhite fly, but to no purpose.
must be in vain.
I vowed I would 1910, as an experiment and caught dred thousand years has been satlsNext I rigged up my dry fly out unfold to him (if he seemed to he the several good sized salmon, two of I factorily proved by Lyell and other
linen, and plenty of blankets.
What
... .
.
, 1A1,
„
.
geologists, vno showed that it ha*
(more could a tired fisherman wish? fit using a No. 18 midget and as right sort) my experience of the day which weighed lO'-i and 11% pounds. ; , aken a( leaat thls long (or tbe rlvcra
I arose at 7 a. m., and after a good this tempting morsel floated gently previous.
Every fisherman will ap Mr. Dutton had one on for over an , £0 wear away their beds below the
breakfast met my guide, Arthur Hall, along with the slight current of the preciate
how difficult a task
this hour which was estimated to weigh ] caves where they once flowed.
who was assigned by Mr. Brown to brook, I momentarily expected a “ big would he without prevarication.
at least 15 pounds.
The hook final' i
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Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
T i m e - T a b l e I n E f f e c t D e c . 3 d , 1Q11.
P.M.
New York, (Gr. Cen, Sta.)
Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar t3 05
ar 3 30
Boston, (via Dover)
ar 10 10
Portland

AM-

P.M.
lv 10 50
AM.
lv t3 00
lv 8 30

lv t9 00
lv 8 56
lv 1 65

lv 12 01
12 32

AM .
lv 6 15 lv til 00
5 47
12 05

A.M.

6 35

8 25
ar 8 55
A M.

Kingfield,

ar 1 30
1 05
lv 12 45
ar 11 60

Carrafcasset,
Bigelow

11 23
lv 11 00

Strong.

Iv 7 40 ar 12 55

lv 6 15 ar 12 30

P.M.

f7 43
ar 8 00
P.M

Phillips.
Redington,
Eu.^tis Junction.
Dead River.
Rangeley.

7 17

9 15
f9 40

A.M.
ar 6 57 ar t9 35 ar 2 15
lv 1 42

Strong.
Salem,

lv 5 50
6 16

lv t8 00

A.M.
See Note

Farmington,
Strong.

A.M.
ar *5 35
A 11 12
ar 9 05
ar 6 35

P.M.

-X

P.M.
1 42
lv 1 20
lv t6 05 lv Î7 30 ar 12 25 ar t3 00
6 26

8 45

11 26

A.M.

12 00

flO 62
lv U0 45 lvtll 00
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
See Note

tain very few, if any at all. Sawdust
and other refuse material ruined one of
the very best trout streams in this;
vicinity, and the two next best streams
for the speckled beauties have long
since gone to the dogs, as the saying is,
and will never come back. One fine
little stream in particular held out
longer than any other that I know of,
and this, I think, was due to the fact I
that it held its course through a thick
alder and witch hazel swamp, but late |
years a large saw mill, located near the
headwaters, has greatly polluted the
water.
Just a few years more, my friends,
and then comes the dry land fishing,
for that will be all that will be left in
the fishing line, unless you smell of the
salt water frys, such as cod, sturgeons,
and whale oil to wash it down. Good
night.'

f. Train stops on signal or notice to conductor.
t Daily except Sunday.
* Daily except Monday.
A.. Chancre of cars at South Lawrence.
Note. Trains Nos. 7 and 12 are subject to cancellation any day without previous notice.
F. N. BEAL.
m o r r is McDo n a l d .
General Passenger Age
President & General Manager

NEW FISHING R E G U L A T IO N S .
New Rulings by Commissioners Just
Made Public.

“ steel

w here

steel

belongs"

Peters

FACTORY LOADED SHOT SHELLS
Embody the latest and greatest improvement in
shotgun ammunition —steel in the head and rim,
where it must be in order to afford protection to
the shooter. Absolutely the handsomest, best con
structed and finest shooting goods ever produced.
Peters “ Target” and “ High Gun”—medium pric
ed shells— are superior to high p riced brands o f
other makes. Try them for your fall field shooting.
Full descriptive booklet mailed on request.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

NEW YOK.K: 38 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
SAN FRA NSCLCO: 608-612 Howard St., J. S. French, Manager.
NEW ORLEANS; 321 Magazine St., E. F. Leckert, Manager

The commissioners of inland fish'
inherent right to hunt and fish any time
of year we choose or any and all kinds eries and game have promulgated the
of game and fish, and he laid no restric following rules and regulations, after j
tions whatever on the time or seasons in |hearings had been had on petitions
which we must hunt or fish, or the for the same:
any person to fish for, take, catch or
SEBEC LAKE.
quantity. What is on our land, which
kill at any time any trout or land
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for locked salmon in Kingsbury pond or
we pay hard cash for, is certainly ours,
Catching Turtle, Etc.
by all the rights of God and man, and I any person at any time to sell or o f' in Mayfield pond, or in any of the
i defy anyone to prove that it is othertributaries to either of said ponds,
Largest Fur House in Southern
Minnesota,.
j wise. Of course there should be a pro- Sebec lake, which lake is situated in which waters are situated in the plan
By F. L. Butler
H i g h e s t c a s h p r i c e p a id f o r a l l
j tection for game and fish, but it should the towns of Willimantie, Guilford tation of Kingsbury, in Piscataquis
k i n d s o f r a w f u r s . S e h d in y o u r
in no way intefere with private prop Foxcroft, Sebec and Bowerbank, in i county, and in the plantation of Mays h ip m e n t s o r w r it e f o r o u r p r ic e
It has been fifteen years since any- :
lis t.
W e a ls o h a n d le h id e s , w o o l
erty.
Piscataquis county.
a n d p e lts .
field, in Somerset county.
It shall
thing like good fishing was to be found
I have given my candid opinion on
It shall also be unlawful for any i also be unlawful for any person to
O ’
| 2 >o -2 18 E .C I a r k S t ., A lb e r t Lea.Minn.
in French Creek. At that time, a fish- j
this subject and 1 think a great many person to buy at any time any smelts baVQ
possession
at
any
time
any
erman, or as he is nowadays called, an
taken from said Sebec lake.
j trout or landlocked salmon
taken
Section -• It shall be unlawful f ° r f rom either of said ponds or any of
propagation that is conducted by the
fish worms, was sure of a nice string of i “ iaooco
any person to take> catch’ kil1 or de~ their tributaries,
federal government at the hatchery
bassin a short time, if he was possessed in8 « P a® on8 °
so railed nrotec St0ry at aDy time any smelts
by
Section 2.
These regulations shall at East Orland.
Several hundred of
with only a small amount of hook and
P
means ° £ a net ° r netS ° f any kind'
effect March 1,
A. D. 1912, these
large, mature
fish that
line wisdom and fishing lore. Pickerel 1_
,
k’,| H
h : said lake known as Portable wharf, and remain in force for a period of
are caught by weirs In the Penobscot
were also available and not a season FrS
” ^
3an“ a3^^vTcauaht by where
- , “ >» °
t0 «*> tour years.'
and its tributaries each year
are
passed but what scores of these beauti^ line M
times on summer head of Greeley 8 ,Falls in said Sebec
The following adverse decisions purchased of the weirmen and taken
ful fish were taken These pickerel eveningg ! ¿ ave 8trolled along the
lake were rendered:
to the hatchery and held until con
caught in French Creek ranged in 8,ze creek bankg and watched the turtlesSection 3. Whoever violates any
0n the petition
of E. A.Boothman ditions are right for stripping, after
from 12 to 30 pounds, with occasionally jazj, swimming along in the shallows Provision ° f these regulations shall b and others of Somerset county asking which the eggs are hatched and the
a 35 or 40 pounder, but these exceptions
.
.
ith
’ subject to a penalty of not less than that an ponds and lakes flowing into
waters of the Penobscot, in which
were rare, and there were suckers and spear^it was some sportwhiieiUastecb ten dollars nor more than fifty doHar MooSe river and its tributaries be
they thrive, above all dams and ob
rock bass in countless numbers.
. . . which, of course, was not long. Once, for each offen8e and a further Penalt closed to all ice fishing.
structions, and from which they event
My brother and I have caught as high whgn & gmall boy> j caught a turtIe j of one dollar
additional for each
0n petition of W. H. Watson and
ually work down the river to the
as 30 bass in an hours' time in tne old aboufc tfae gjze of
common dinner |smelt
taken, caught, killed, sold, 28 others of Somerset county asking
ocean; and when they grow to the
fishing days. This may soun l e a1
pjate, and as I had heard that turtles bought or had in possession, in viola- that jce fishing be allowed in Big an producing age they return to their
story, but it can be positively proved to wgre gQod fco ^
j decided to try this Hon of any provision of these régula- Llttie Indian ponds only on Wedneshome in Penobscot waters.
That
anyone. I have seen
s® 00 8 0 one, so into the kettle he went, head tions.
. days of each week between daylight , the work of the hatchery is bearing
fish in these waters In fact the water ^
^
ingideg and all> and ag th'
. _
LILY POND.
and dark and that only 15 pounds of fruit is verified by the fact that of
would be literally black with them aad ; circug crier say8> ..He,a alive> too. ” It shall be unlawful for any person to .pickerel he permitted to be taken i the i 47>799 pounds o£ saimonL caught
would sometimes cover a space of seve- AbjUt the time the water began to
rat rods I never had any luck in using .. ......................... 'l8h,
ca‘ c i ° r f 11 anf, tr0f through the Ice by any one person
the stat6 lu m i j 98,680 p01mds

FISHING ON FRENCH
CREEK

j F Í Albert Lea Hide
A Fur Go.
U
R
$

,or ba88’ therr

:

4 -s r a

" n

‘:vr '

\
«-LHUU —
OUUUIU
ci
Z Z t * % . “ n r t .e U r U t f a 't !
« iS c S T in ^
“
#° “ " *
^
i *UC «Ld.iv.di.
atL
the county ing that the inlets of Lobster lake and : once for the preservation and pro
share of the black and yellow bass, and and j tried to eat some truly mock tur of Somerset, for a period of
four also that Lobster stream be closed to^|
pagation of this, our most valuable
we never overlooked Mr. Rock bass, tle soup. I had no mother to teach me
ivides
as
nice
a
dish
as
an;
for he provides
nice dish
anyone j
away when I^
tor
iishins'
: ,pec*<* ot flsh'
A tior° ugh t o * * any
petition
of Robert
Walker
tigation oi
of uams
dams ana
and nsnways
fishways snouia
should
cou ld wish for; sunfish, catfish, or bull
,
,,
,
fal.up r; . ,
.
* ,
' -person;I 0n
— -------- -------------*and
---- 1,^«auon
.
,
. . , / j •
I A was a we sma Doy, ana my iacner to have in possession at any time anyi fOUr others of Markamn askins- tha.t i
. ,.
.
„
heads were also to be had in the dead ! waa aa7„ v
wnri, mna,- nf the time *
. . .
, .
.
. ,
Iour oiners or MacKamP asKing tnat be made on all of the rivers of the
^
u „
was away at worK niosc ot tne time, trout of landlocked salmon
taken Rip. BraqS,la ]ake he rinsed to all fish
*
,
waters. It is sport to sit by a blazing Thp mpafi
and it was rare_ Late ! __
T ........ „ „ „
I g ^ rassua iake be closed to ail nsn ; state suitable for salmon culture, and
from said Lily pond or any of its ing for a period of four years.
if defects are found they should be
fire on the creek bank and wait for the yearg j have eaten turtle meat properly
tributaries during the same period.
tug on your line that announces the cooked, which tasted reasonably good,
remedied.
Arrangements should be
HELEN AND OTHER PONDS.
presence of a hungry fish.
c ,,
,
_
|
|made at the hatcheries and with the
barring its similarity to snakes and eels.
Section 1. It Shan be ^ law fu l for ISEA SALMON ON THE INCREASE! national fish commission to re-stock
Sometimes night fishing is a trifle
My brother and I used to have a cer- any
person to fish for, take, catch or
cool, especially in early spring, when i j_ajn deep hole on the creek where we
several of our rivers best adapted
kill
any
kind of fish at any time exIN MAINE
Jack Frost still pervades the air. My coujd catch a big string of fish between
for this line of work and make it
grandfather B. was the most persistent j evenjng and pitch dark; I mean by this, cept in the ordinary way of angling
possible to have good salmon fishing
and also successful angler for big fish, j ^be 4jme when the sun. first casts his with artificial flies, or fly fishing, soin our rivers, thereby adding another
called, in Helen pond, so-called, situRockland, Feb. 26, 1912.
such as pickerel, pike and muskies, gbadows till the last after-glow lias
attraction for the summer tourist; as
this old gent would catch pickerel in £adedj and
fish we caught were not ated in Black Brook and in Pierce To the Editor of Maine Woods;
the sea salmon as a game fish on a
Pond
townships,
or
in
High
pond,
soj
The
statistics
of
the
sea
and
shore
places where I would or could not get a chubg or dace. but the true Rame bass.
fly line are in a class by themselves,
situated in Pierce Pond fisheries department as per report of
single strike. I could never account Sometimes we would have a few suck- called,
and any true sport would not hesitate
for such unusual luck, seeing as how he erg Qn
strjng, but not many, for it township, or in Fish pond, so-called, Commissioner Donahue show that in to give $50 dollars if necessary to
used the same kinds of bait which I is very unhealthy to eat bones in such situated in Black Brook township, all 1911 there was caught in the waters
hook one of these big fellows on a
of the state where the tide ebbs and
used, and as to spearing fish, this old large quantities as suckers are known in the county of Somerset.
fly line with an 18-foot bamboo rod
Section 2. It shall also be unlaw flows, 147,799 pounds of salmon. This
gentleman has never found an equal. to possess. On summer evenings,
at the Bangor or Calais pools, and
No matter how fast a fish was swim when the rats were out for their supper ful for any person to take, catch or is the largest catch of this variety
by the time he made a landing would
ming, he was sure game when the old of tender grass and roots, and your kill in any one day more than five of fish for twenty years.
1901 was
consider it a good investment.
gent pointed his spear for a cast. This night fires were lighted on the creek pounds of fish in all from either of the next largest, when 96,891 pounds
This is a matter that should have
old gent still survives and is in his 85th banks, and the water snakes were glid said ponds.
It shall also be unlaw ¡were caught; 1898 the smallest, with
the careful attention of both the sea
year; he is still able to be around, ing swiftly by your set lines, and the ful for any person to have in posses a total of but 33,869 pounds.
,
, and shore and inland departments at
though somewhat feeble.
frogs got busy on their bass strings, it sion in any one day more than five
Years ago salmon 'were p en i u ■^-be eariiest possible
moment, and
It is claimed that the right to fish and was then that a man decided he was at pounds of fish in all taken from either in all the rivers of this state; but
should also receive the hearty cohunt is not an inherent right to the res peace with all the world, except for of said ponds.
Iwith the advent of dams across the operation of
the inhabitants of the
idents of the State, but a privilege listening to the tinkle of a distant cow
Section 3. These regulations shall river
without proper fishways and
given by the legislature, and is not the bell and fighting * “ skeeters” and take effect March 1, A. D. 1912, and in some cases without any fishway state.
One Who is Interested.
subject of private property; I mean punkies. Other fires coujd be seen in remain in force for a period of two the decline commenced, and was con
game and fish, but since the foundation various places away up the creek where years.
tinued until within the past few years
Costiy Knowledge.
o f this world God has given us the full the woods meet the water. After the
KINGSURY AND OTHER PONDS. there is a marked increase.
This
Every tailor knows a lot of promis
moon rises and spreads his generous
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for Hvas no doubt caused by the artificial ing young men.—New York Tribune.
light over the water's surface, then dig
out your dugout, if you have one, and
r l ^ t M

X ^ a t V L u r e d

ray

Stomach Troubles Relieved.

Tnose people who ¡rafter with the dietressing symptoms attending chronic
dyspepsia will be interested to read the
following voluntary testimonial.-— ^
‘ I have kept the L. F. Atwood’ s
hitters in the house for over twenty
years and have received great benefit
„'„om them. It does seem as though I
could not keep house without them. In
the past I have had a very bad stomach
trouble, and could hardly do my work.
After taking a few bottles of the true
L. F. Atwood’s Medicine, I became
much better. My niece has also been
greatly benefitted by them. We both
are willing to recommend the medicine
to all who need a remedy for dyspepsia
and constipation. ’ ’ Mrs. C. S. Dunning,
R. F. D. No. 2. North Harpswell, Me.
Get a 35 cent bottle today, or write
tor a free sample. L. F. Medicine Co.t
Portland, Me.

if
why get a cpnoe and a
big heavy pair of blacksmith s tongs,
and you are ready for turtles. Sometimes one or more men in the boat can,
if he wishes, hunt turtles and the rest
i of the party, if there be any, can fish,
j Casting for pickerel by moonlight is
grand sport; I mean fishing from a
1boat. Some of you will, no doubt, say
that pickerel won’ t take bait at night
time. I know what they will do on
moonlight nights, but what they will or
won’ t do on dark nights, I can’t say.
Perhaps some of you old fishermen can
settle this question; if so, let us hear
from you.
Small streams around here that used
to be literally alive with trout now con

THE NEW STEVENS FAVORITE RIFLE NO. 27.

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
4 1-2 pounds.
List price is $6, and
February 20, 1912.
the new “ Favorite” No. 27 rifle has
absolutely no equal in its class.
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
We are sending you a cut of our ne .Made in .22, .25 or .32 caliber, has
“Favorite” rifle No. 27, which deal take down feature and is furnished
ers will he able to furnish after April |rwith automatic ejector in .22 caliAs is .generally known,
the
1, 1912.
This model will have a full her.
octagon barrel. 24-inch and weight Favorite” lever action has been the

standard for thirty years.
The
Steven Arms & Tool Co.,
Chicopee Falls, Mass., will be glad
.to send detailed descriptive circulars
relating to this latest addition to its
line, to any individual requesting
same.
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
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delicious (if you like cookies, of who out into the brush about the cabin. King Massasoit,
Leon Roberge
I am one), an apple aniece, grape On every available smooth place in Medicine Man,
Fred Beane
IS S U E D W E E K L Y .
nuts (for Stevenson must have his and outside the cabin fishermen and Quadequina,
• Wallace Welch
A Tramp Through the Maine breakfast foods, since he came back hunters had written or carved their The operetta was made up of so
from Battle Creek), and other things Mames and we saw Springfield, Hart los, duets, choruses, etc., in which
Woods Visiting New and good for a hungry man to look at. ford, Fitchburg and Worcester names some of the most noted events of
Phillips, Maine
the times were reproduced. Dames,
Old Places Where the
We ate but little, and in 20 min among the multitude.
O U TIN G E D ITIO N .
(Continued
next
week.)
!.maids,
youths, elders Indians and
utes
were
on
the
trail
again.
The
• pages..................................... $1-00 per year
Trout Hide and the Wild
• soldiers appeared in appropriate cosroute
lay
through
primeval
woods
L O C A L E D ITIO N .
Ducks Live Unmolested.
$ 1tumes and performed well
their
where the spruce had not been cut,
12 and 16 pages .................. $1.50 per year
f Iparts.
Miles Standish and his army
¡though
the
pines
had
been
long
years
|
Canadian, Mexican, Oulbam and Pana
Twin Island Camp.
gave a drill
which properly im
m a ‘subscriptions, 50 cents extra. For
before.
There were fine spruces
eign subscriptions, 75 cents extra.
Skinner, Me., Sept. 27, 1911.
pressed the Indian braves with the
there, but what strides one pecu- j
The following article which was
j Prowess ° f the palefaces and everyliarly is the small number of spruces |
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under written by a guest at Mr. Boothman’s to the acre.
Ithing was made very realistic. John
In a state of nature |
the A ct of March 3,1879.
¡camps, was sent us for publication.
there is a division of the soil by the | Only three ladies’ winter suits leftiAlden made his famous visit'on Pris
The name of the paper in which the
incidents
various species of trees, maples, bir- j ât Sedgeley, Hoyt & Co’ s., and they cina Mullins, and other
The Maine W oods thoroughly covers
given so
the entire state of Maine as to H unt article appeared is not
are
real
bargains.
were
recalled.
j ches, spruces and beech, in about the
ing
Fishing, Trapping, Camping
and
Outdng news and the
whole
Franklin that we are unable to give proper order named.
No one species is ! Miss Hattie Vose of Madison is com- ; A (loll drill was giVen later by the
county locally,
credit;
following maidens;
Priscilla Ripley,
Maine W ood s solicits communications
allowed to get the best of the others j positor at the Maine Woods office.
After we had been here a week and
and fish and game photographs from its
Mrs. G. A. French and Miss Lucille, Anathalie
Huart, Helen
Carsley,
in the struggle for existence.
The
readers.
W hen ordering the address of your had been to about all our old places, ¡yield of spruce per acre in the Maine who have been spending the winter with Georgia Grounder, Rosie Besaw, June
paper changed, please give the old as Mr. Stevenson began to talk about
Mrs. M. J. Sawyer in Boston, have McLeod,
Daisy
Porter, Frances
w*ttl as new address.
woods is from 8 to 15 thousand' feet,
a lake he had been to on one of his and when \ the spruces are cut the hired a rent in Canton, Mass., and Small.
T h e Editions
of the Maine Woods previous trips.
Their home
It -was a great place ‘woods seem just as thick as befoi’e. moved there this week.
The evening concluded with the
this week are 6,500 copies.
is near Mrs. Bay Estes, nee Mellie
for trout, was a very beautiful lake,
This yield of spruce seems and is Timberlake, formerly of Phillips, which farce, Jumbo Jum, presented by the
there was a log cabin and canoes very small, and is nothing like the
following cast of characters;
Thursday, February 29, 1912.
on it and our guide Boothman had yield of timber which we get in will make it very pleasant for both Jumbo Jum (colored), Ralph Jordan
an arrangement with the owner of Massachusetts where the ground has families.
Antonio Marcous
W . D. H I N D S IN M E X I C O .
Miss Avilla Hersey’s Sunday school Mr. Gobbleton,
the canoes and cabin for an exchange been entirely cleared of trees and all
Corine Baker
class has held two candy sales, which ! Hannah Filkins,
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Hinds and Miss of courtesies between their guests. of one kind of tree spring up after
Anathalie Huart
have been financially successful, and a Adelaide,
(Nellie Prime left Portland recently for The lake was on land of the same wards and grow to maturity.
Clifford F. Heath
nice little sum has been passed in to as* Harry Murphy,
M exico, where they are to remain until paper company that our lakes are
June McLeod
After a mile and a half more we sist in buying a new carpet for the j Mrs. Gobbleton,
on, but the camps are owned by men came to a long, narrow and shallow
some time in March.
Dana Boone
Union church.
‘ Lawyer Cheetam,
who make a business of taking care pond in the woods which the trail
The Sunday school class of Mrs. F. N.
HiSh praise is due the young peo~
of fishermen.
The name of this iwent close to, and through th^ trees Beal will hold a food sale Saturday af |Pie whose
St e v e n s t e l e s c o p e s
tie d
for
acting and singing wera
great place for fish was Big Fish we could see wild ducks swimming ternoon, March 2, at E. R. Toothaker’ s so well done that the entertainment
F I R S T P R I Z E IN C O N T I N 
pond, and it was six or seven miles about and feeding.
UOUS M ATCH.
We counted store.
, was a thoroughly
enjoyable one.
from our camp.
We started at 8-30 nearly 60 black ducks on this pond.
Messrs. J. S. Maxcy and F. N. Beal j Great credit is also due Arthur D.
At, the 9112 National Indoor 22 Cali and at 12.30 stopped at a spring We could have shot a few but as went to Kumford Tuesday on a business Ingalls,
master of the
Grammar
ber Rifle League Tournament recently three-fourths over the trail and when we could not get them we watched\trip.
school, for his work in the rehearsheld 'in New York City, two Stevens Stevenson was there in the spring them feed for a few
J. S. Maxcy of Gardiner was in town als and as musical director, also for
minutes and
which weighed then passed on.
rifles and two Stevens Telescopes tied he caught a trout
The ducks were Ithis week.
his general assistance. ^ The total
There must be a reason why Charles receipts of the evening amounted to /
fo r first prize in the continuous matches. three and a half pounds and a lot there when we came back the next
more smaller ones.
There were day, and made one of the prettiest W. Norton of Farmington has sold more $75; the net proceeds are $65. They
8n the Tournament.
beautiful hills all about the pond sights we ever saw as we got quite pianos in Franklin county than other go for schoolroom decorations.
and big woods and the water was close to them and they went on dealers. Those interested in buying an
A N A L Y S IS O F W IN T E R S A M P L E O F
just right for fish and he thought feeding unconscious of our presence. instrument should inquire into it.
CON VO CATION W E E K .
M T. BLUE W A TER .
Mrs. F. N. Beal and Miss Ella Beal
it was “ great medicine.” Boothman The last half mile of the trail led
W e take pleasure in printing the fol had never been there, but he had throough a flat cedar swamp, where entertained the Junior Christmas Pres
February 19, 1912.
lowing letter received by the Phillips been wanting to go, and he-had had
the moss was deep, soft and soaked ent elub last Saturday afternoon. Re To the Editor of Maine Woods;
W a te r Company.
*
freshments
were
served
in
the
dining
a trail “ spotted” to Little Fish pond with water.
It grew wetter and soft
One of the big things in Maine to
Augusta, M e., February 4, 1912.
companion to Big Fish pond and he er as we proceeded, till we came to room consisting of fruit cocktail, sand
Phillips W ater Company, Phillips, Me.
day is the annual Convocation Week
wiches,
Washington
pie
and
tea.
There was a a still canal in the swamp and found |
Gentlemen:— The analysis of the win wished we would go.
New spiing goods are arriving every of Bangor Theological Seminary.
ter sample of w ater from your public trail from Barrett pond, not much a canoe turned upside down on the j
Hither, as invited guests, come the.
day at D. F. Hoyt’s store.
supply, sent to me on January 29, shows used, to be sure, but the trees were
ground.
We got in and paddled!
pastors of rural churches for much
(that the water Is free from all evidence
Next
Sunday
evening
under
the
aus
“ spotted” two years ago and the down a narrow winding canal to a |
of contact with sewage wastes.
This
pices of The Chicago Lantern Slide needed strength and inspiration.
Is true of both the chemical and bac trail would be clear enough to get lake about three-fourths of a mile j
Each morning one of the Seminary
and
Lecture Bureau, Mr. Hutchins will
terial examinations.
The microscopic over.
We studied the map, found long, with heavily wooded hills a ll;
lecture
on
“
The
Man
From
Italy.”
The
Professors,
an especially able group»
examination showed but few anabaena, the direction and decided
to go, about.
We asked S. to show us the j lscture will be illustrated with nearly o f men they are, gives a lecture on
iwhich were present in quite large num
bers at the time o f the last examina Guide Boothman to go with S. and I. Spot where he got that three and a I100 lantern slides, showing both the old Isome theological subject.
Later in
We would go over one day and half pounder, where we cast our flies and the present homes of many of our i the day come the lectures by the nottion, and which gave the water the
odor then noticed.
If the number In come back the next.
When S. took patiently and expectantly and gotj American immigrants.
¡able speakers from outside the state.
Ithis sample is representative
of the
out the grub and laid it on a moss nothing.
Then we' tried all around ; Carl C. Hennings was on the sick
There are three courses consisting
number in your supply there should be
Po trouble from odor at
this
time. covered log it seemd too much to the lake but got only one or two list for a week recently.
of five lectures each, for w h ich are
T he sample, as it reached me, had no carry for only four meals for three small ones, so we went to the cabin
Many in town were aroused last secured as good men as the United
odor aside from the slight vegetable Of us.
There was a pound of bacon, which we found with difficulty.
it Tuesday morning at about 4 o’clock ! States affords. Each course is named
odor, common to all surface waters.
a dozen potatoes, a loaf of bread, 15 was of logs, 25 feet long, hewn logs by the whistle of the engine, think- iin honor of a revered former teacher
In its present condition the water is
la safe one to use for drinking pur graham muffins, 24 doughnuts (great, for the floor, log stringers for the ing it was fire, but it proved to be at Bangor. They are The Samuel Har
poses.
big, generous, round-chested dough roof, poles for the beds, which were the call for the men to go out with ris lectures on Literature and Life;
I enclose the results of the present nuts, all doughnut and not all hole) of balsam boughs.
There was
a the snow train.
No damage done, The Enoch Pond lectures on Applied
analysis.
a dozen of Boothman’s justly cele fine spring close by among the cedar but many wish there might he some Christianity; and The George ShepV ery truly yours,
brated raisin coookies, thick, soft, and empty cans and bottles thrown other arrangement made for notifying ^ d lectures on Preaching,
H . D. Evans, Director.
the men when it is necessary.
For this year Prof. Palmer of HarOver a foot of snow fell Monday jvard University was the lecturer on
night, and we have been , having a ; Literature and Life.
Dr. Smith o f
the University of Minnesota gave the
%
I slight breeze to distribute it.
%
The heavy fall of snow caused the lecture on Applied Christianity, and
I
I%
roof of the pavilion to collapse T u e s - L>r. Jefferson, the New York pastor*
I
day morning, which will be quite a was the lecturer on Preaching,
damage to H. E. Bell and C. C. Hen* ! Three great men they are, and any
nings
the owners. Roller skating will one of their 15 lectures would alone
i
have to be 'abandoned for a time.
have been worth the trip to Bangor.
Our deputy sheriff, Harry E. Bell,
Through Convocation Week, Bangor
has been quite ill for a week or two Seminary is doing a noble work for
)
SS^E “,'
with abscesses in the ear. His brother, the entire state, for the lectures are
4
Dr. C. W. Bell, of Strong, and Dr. E. Inr.__
,
. ,
B. Currier of Phillips
Phillins are in
n attendance. ° pen to everyone, and especially all
É
regard
to
Mrs. H. F. Beedy, who was ill re rural pastors, without
cently, is able to be out of doors again. whether they do or do not, happen to
The First Corps Cadets of Boston 'be Congregationalists.
have been summoned to Lawrence to
w.
The good coming from this annual
assist in the strike difficulty. Elias
«
Field, Esq. is sergeant in that company. gathering is
beyond all estimate;
M. W. Bean, who ha^ been very ill, jaded and disspirited,
the country
is possibly a little better at this writing.
I
pastor has here a golden opportunity
to have his mind swept of intellect
EN TER TA IN M EN T.
ual
cobwebs, his spirit quickened
with
a
fresh enthusiasm, and when h
1
Operetta and Farce Skilfully Rendered returns to his parish he is a weak
man indeed if he does not do better
by Pupils of Intermediate and
(work.
/
Grammar Schools.
To the far-seeing vision and un
tiring devotion of Dr. Beach,
the
Farmington, Feb. 26, 1912,
president
of
the
Seminary,
is
largely
For a number of days the people
of this village had been looking for due the credit for the realization
ward to the production of the oper of this splendid project which shall*
etta,
“ On Plymouth Rock,” to be as the years go by, mean more and
’given by the students of the Inter more to the churches and communi
mediate and Grammar schools
at ties of rural Maine.
Melvin S. Hutchins.
Savings Bank hall, Friday evening.
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Accordingly there was not a vacant
seat or scarce a foot of standing
room when the evening came and H I L D E B R A N D T S P I N N E R S
the curtain was about to rise on the
Don't forget " T h e y Spin
o lay in a s
So Easy.”
first scene. As the name indicates, ply
for the com
season. We
the operetta was a representation of aing
l s o show a
the olden days at Plymouth and the high-class line
of rods, reels,
cast of characters was as follows;
lines, etc., and
Priscilla,
Anathalie Huart our specialties,
as well as our new No. 0 SLIM ELI spinner,
John Alden,
Bertron Starbird wi.l interest every fisherman.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE “ C”
Dame Goodly,
Ruth Jones
THE
JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO,
Governor Winslow,
Eddie Carr
Drawer No. 28. LOGANSPORT, IND, U.S.A.
Miles Standish,
Wilbert Fowler
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What must be the impression which [
that old rookery of an affair called j
¡the town house is making day by day,
Stratton, Feb 27, 1912.
O na cent a wore} !n advance. No head
ion the growing lads of Phillips? Goodj
Reed's Mill, Feb. 26, 1912.
line or other display. Subjects In a. b.
M.
D.
Jacobs,
a veteran of the Civil
homes
and
barns,
good
stores
and
c. order.
Miss Mamie Webber of the Farmingshops and mills, good roads and car- |ton s ta^e Normal school spent a few war, passed away Feb. 3, after a few
FOR S A L E .
hours’ illness of pneumonia.
The
riages, good school accommodations, days at her home.
By F. A. Noble.
¡good churches, force them to see in
Mrs. Cora Stinehfield, who has been funeral was held the Tuesday followEvanston, 111., Feb. 19, 1912.
FOR SALE— Shoats and small brood
what high estimation all these things
Auburn two months, returned home
It was in charge of the Masons
Judge Morrison’s article has stir
Sows.
B. F. Beal. •
of which order he was a member.
are^ held by the more industrious and j the 20th.
red me deeply, and awakened ideas thrifty members of the community, j Elmon Tyler has finished work for
Miss Flossie Taylor has returned
FOR SALE—Five tons of hay.
Joel,
,,
..
,
from Farmington and is working in
Wilbur, Phillips, Maine.
- , and emotions to which I venture to j|Wh.at does that old town house say j Harry Dunham.
FOlTSALE—Animal scent making W |igive exPressiouabout the sacredness of a man’s vote,; Mr. and Mrs. George Thompson were j the central telephone office,
cret; twenty cents silver.
August, 307
No longer a citizen of Phillips, and akout high ideals of citizenship, about' guests of her mother, Mrs. Vesta SarMr. and Mrs. E. L. Hinds made a
W. 153 St., New York City.
with no likelihood of spending much ; exalting and purifying -the popular j gent recently,
business trip to Rangeley recently.
FOR SALE— Russet and Ben Davis time there in the future, it is yet irn- conception of public duties and p u b -: The ladies are planning for an enMiss Myrtle F. Dancio has gone to
Tear it down, ' tertainment, fish pond, etc., to be held Boston, where she entered the Masapples, 25 sents a bushel. Georgine possible for me to lose inteiest in the lie responsibilities?
V. Wilbur.
place.
Many of the people have tear it down, and put up another Iin the near future.
sachusetts General hospital, Feb. 15,
shown
great
kindness
to
me
and
which
shall
be
an
object
lesson
in
-^
e
Ladies
Circ.e
held
a
special
to
train for a nurse.
FOR SALE- -38 caliber Winchester
meeting Tuesday, Feb. 20,* at Mrs. Ef- j Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Dyer visited
as new !,mine ln the da^3 that are Sone- Th ¡good citizenship.
repeating rifle, as good
! fie Dunham’s, the occasion being the their daughter and family, Mrs. Guy
Inquire of R. H. Preble, Phillips, Me beauty of the Scenery ^ which the
Something, perhaps much, has been
of Bigelow over Sunday,
village is set abides in memory and said about combiaing the two pro- birthday of Mrs. Rachel Huntington Sedgeley,
IFOR SALE—Order early for choice
and Mrs. Zernie Webber.
There were recently.
haunts me like the vision of some
jects of a town house and a public
seed grains, steel tanks and water
of the grand old master-pieces in library building and so sheltering 30 that partook of a most bountiful dinL. T. Hinds had the misfortune to
ing tubs, gasolene engines, silo fillers,
ner. A general good time was the ord ¡OSe a vaiuable work horse recently,
a few of the beet silos made at o o s tlthe
galleries of Europe.
Be-|both interests un(Ier one roof. That
er of the day.
Singing, graphophone
Elmer Blackwell and L. O. Durrell
to introduce them.
E . F
Parker, iT n T m oth e^ in \ h e ^ lo s T n ^ y e ir s 'o f i W ° U l d b6 i l n e '
M “ y ° f t h e s m a l " i music, telling stories, made the day one fare scaling birch for F. C. Burrell.
agent.
Farmers’ telephone 19"l6, ¡and motlier in tae cl mg y
ot jer towng jn Mssachusetts have car- . u ion£r remembered
Charles Elliot of New Sharon, came
Phillips, Me.
their “ « » :
»»ere in the little rled out that plan
K kl„ s two
long remembered.
Mrs. Nina Pettenglll. 820 Minot A v e . ' ith a paIr o£ horses tQ haul Wrch
had a quilting
FOR SALE^ C emps, cottages and camp i
\ *T f °
ibirds Auburn,
w,th 0116
Wereparty
It recently. £or Frank Burrell.
lots around the shores of Onawa lake|bbeir dust 1S to mingle with the dust j.timugiR wise by the public spirited Those present were Mrs. Cora Stinch-!
*
n , . r.
,
.
I L. T. Hinds sold a horse to the
Prices fiom ¡>10 to $1,500.
Onawa is ° f the earth.
> .men and women of Phillips to at- field,
Mrs. Louisa Whittemore Morse ~
„ _ .,
.
...
Sylvester Brothers of Eustis recently,
mtat&office? telephoneYnd 3 1 0 « ." % “ . Natarally’ therefo,'e’ anything so tempt to carry out this double-head- and Mrs. Mina Stinehfield McLaughlin* 1
-----------------------------—( i_j v j
dress E. F. Drew Co., Onawa, Me.
important to the town as the round ; ed scheme, we should then have this The menu was a good boiled dinner.
M A R R IE D .
ing out of the first hundred years of |splendid objective:
The ladies spent their younger days in
FOR SALE— 90 acres land with set j its corporate existence might be ex- I New -j-ovvn
Phillips, Feb. 24, by Rev. M. S.
Madrid
and
all
lived
within
a
short
walk
House
and
Library
of buildings situated in Phillips ! pected to make some impression on j
Hutchins, Mr. Herbert A. Lufkin and
of each other.
Building.
Will sell buildings and what land
■me as well as on those who are more'
People in this vicinity were greatly Mrs. Viola N. Clark, both of Madrid.
anyone wants. 30 acres timberland;
Phillips, Feb. 27, by Rev. M. S.
The thought of accomplishing some saddened by the news of the death of
immediately concerned in the event.
fine view;
excellent water; good ,This, as has been already intimated, (thing of this kind ought to stir the
Mrs. J. B. Ranger.
Much sympathy Hutchins, Mr. Harland E. Oberton
erchard; situated between two rivers
|it has done; and under the influence blood and awaken the enthusiam of is felt for Mr. Ranger and son, Alfred. and Mrs. Frances R. Hinkley, both of
which come together in this place;
F. II. Hathaway has finished yarding Avon.
of this impression I have been led every member of the community.
excellent summer home. Apply to
Now Judge, the business is up to lumber and is now hauling to the mill.
'to
do
a
little
thinking—thinking
alon
George G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me.
You have set the ball rolling;
Evan Webber is getting out some
practical lines, with the result which you.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
and you must keep it rolling.
Ask toothpick birch and poplar.
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch follows.
J. Frank Davenport has been in very THE PHILLIPS NATIONAL BANK,
and ab'e steam yacht, ‘ W a-W i” of j By all means celebrate this ap- some one in whom you and the com
about 22 H P.
The J. S. Govern- proaching anniversary.
Celebrate it munity have confidence to join you. poor health for sometime and unable to
At Phillips.in the State of Maine, at the close
of business, Feb. 20, 1912.
ment inspection of 1911 showed her l jjy speech and parade, by jubilant You two pick a third; and then en work.
RESOURCES.
to be in first class condition
May music and social festivities, and mak large the committee to nine. From
Loans and Discounts.
$224,910.9*
that
point
on
go
ahead.
Talk
it
up;
bo inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up it a red-letter day for all good citi
60.000.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
1,500.00
Premiums on U. S. Bonds,
“work it up; push it up.
Make it
per Dam, Maine.
Price v Jl
be zens.
8,997.93
Bonds, securities, etc..
Banking house, furniture, and fix
reasonable to a quick purchasir. ApBut the reaching of the century the theme of a perpetual and unre
tures.
2.000. 00
Get it into the
/p ly to Dr. Norton, Downs Fordhooke mark by Phillips ought to be turned lenting agitation.
66,973.39
Due from approved reserve agents.
123.0S
Checks
and
other
cash
items.
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer into an occasion, not only for re churches, into all circles and clubs
615.00
Notes of other National Banks,
Eustis, Me., Feb. 26, 1912.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
1). Poor, at camp.
and
organizations.
The
task
in
one
calling the past and reciting its story
1.86
cents.
Mrs. E. A. Gordon visited relatives L a w fand
u l M o n e y R e se r v e in B a n k . V i z :
of brave venturesomeness, hardship, form or the other of it can be done. at Stratton Saturday, Feb. 24, and Specie,
7,884.55
Make the laying of the corner
Legal tender notes.
7,720.00
IF you are troubled with a cough, burden-bearing, self-sacrifice, and un
came home Sunday.
15.604.55
asthma, bronchitis, hoarseness,
or conscious heroism, all spiced with stone of the new building the date
Redemption
fund
w
ith
U.
S.
Treasurer
Mrs. Mark Daggett and children vis
2,500.00
(5per cent of circulation)
of
the
centennial
celebration.
There
throat and. Hung trouble. I
will racy anecdotes and personal Incident
ited relatives on the Ridge a few days
$37 3.226.65
T otal,
send you a simple receipt, Nature’s which illustrate the customs and hab- i^ n o t time to complete the building;
the past week.
LIABILITIES.
remedy, that will relieve and in most
o£ the ear]y settlers; but also but if the undertaking is entered up
Mrs. John Pooler has returned home Capital stock paid in.
$50,000.00
instances cure the above mentioned for doing something of permanent vai on at once, and there is hearty co
50,000.00
Surplus fund.
from Boston.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
complaints.
Ingredients cheaply an de to the town, something which sha operation, as there ought to be, on
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cox and children
8,537.67
taxes paid.
easily obtained.
Send one do lar an show breadth of outlook, unselfish the part of the town, the village, and
49,350.00
National Bank notes outstanding.
of New Hampshire are visiting the Dividends
50.00
unpaid,
your address to S. E. Drew, L. B. ness, pluck, and aid in accentuat all leading citizens, there is a plenty
former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Individual deposits subject to check, 215,288.98
55, Onawa, Me.
in g the self respect and public spirit of time to reach the corner stone lay- Cox.
$373,226.6
T otal,
Aim at that.
What a triumph
(of the community, something whichjiAg.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dyer and little State of Maine, County of Franklin, ss:
I, H. H. Field, Cashier of the above-named
With wht a girl visited Mrs. Dyer’s parents, Mr.
W ANTED.
shall fitly signalize the beginning of |that would mark!
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
---------------■ ■—
the next hundred year period, and; Pr°ud sense of satisfaction every- and Mrs. Charles Ricker, recently.
H. H. F ie l d , Cashier.
Mrs. Jack Parnell and Mrs. Annie Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th
WANTED—Position
fitting circular Justify the coming generations in the j body would go home from that scene.
day of Feb. 1912.
feeling that their ancestors of this I In other respects the program, as Dyer visited the former’s sister, Mrs*
saws.
Box 25, Markleton, Pa.
Cony M . Hoyt, Ju stice o f the Peace
generation had civic ideals of a high already outlined by the Judge, may Carroll Leavitt, Sunday, Feb. 18.
C o r r e c t —A ttest:
WANTED—A woman at once to care
Mr. and Mrs. Dion Blackwell have
T. M.Parker,
order and a sense of obligation to iwell be carried out.
Only the Govfor a sick one.
Apply to J. T. Ad
G. H. Hamlin, J Directors
the common welfare to which they i ernor must be there to grace and come out from Round Mountain Lake
D. F. Field.
ams, Phillips, Me.
R. F. D. No 2.
dignify the occasion.
It will proper for a short stay and are at Stratton.
were splendidly loyal.
WANTED—To buy oamp or camjp
Is there Such a something waiting ly belong to some native of the town
lot in the woodiSr of ¡Maine.
E. A. to be done?
If so, what is it? to prepare and deliver the historical
Orton, Corinna, Me., R. No. 1,
address.
This should mount to a
Yes, there is, and it is this:
WANTED— All round cook at Stod
high stage of excellence.
But let
A New Town House.
dard Huse.
Good pay and steady
Tear down that foul blot on the no orator, however adroit and bold,
Madrid, Feb. 26, 1912.
work for right oneE. W. Milliken, landscape, that offense to e v e r y ey venture to magnify the foresight and
N.
D.
Wing
is
steadily gaining; he is
Farmington, Me^
heroism
and
sublime
self-denial
ex
that looks upon it, that standing in
dictment of the taste and local pride emplified in the fathers and mothers now able to have his clothes on and How Mrs. Reed of Peoria, 111.,
WANTED—Furnished camp on high
walk about the house. Miss Gould, the
of every man and woman who has “who began the settlement and laid
Escaped The Sur
land, for housekeeping (in woods pre- ,
the foundations of the little hamlet nurse, finished her duties there last
ferred)' by
couple
with
three
children
ja
home
ln
Ph,Illps'
an<i
rePlace
>»
Sunday.
geon’s Knife.
"
r
IxxrifV. ~ olmnln Kn4- «nnl- o wA oHrtlP- far up the Sandy river and under the
for season. Rent must be very reason4- with a simple, but neat and attrac
Miss Jennie Wheeler is much better,
edge of the mountains, while that
tive
building,
in
which
public
busi
able. State full particulars.
we are glad to report.
Peoria, 111. —“ I wish to let every one
ness can be transacted without a old ramshackle rat-hole of a town
Address, K. M-, Arlington, Mass.
Misses Zelma and Fern Gould spent
sense of humiliation and a shock to house stands there to point a moral, Saturday and Sunday at home with know whatLydiaE.Pinkham’ sVegetable
Compound has done
WANTED—Good all round cook at every patriotic instinct in view of the and, by contrast, to taunt the dwel their parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
forme. For two y eats
lers
in
Phillips
today
with
the
lack
•wretched
hole
in
which
the
transac
Carry Pond for next season.
Must be
Gould.
I suffered. The doc
of public spirit and a praiseworthy
experienced in order cooking. Woman tion occurs.
tor said I had a tumor
Mr. Atwood of Phillips was a caller
preferred. Also elderly man to do chores
and the only remedy
Give a little thought to this. All tegard to the highest welfare and at Andrew Keen’s recently.
w as th e surgeon’s
and other work about camps. Must be up and down our land the best peopl ¡standing of the town.
Will Ross of Phillips was in town re
knife. My mother
strictly temperate.
Address Henry J. (are engaged in efforts to elevate the
I know a little 4-years old girl who cently, buying poultry.
bought me Lydia E.
Lane, Carry Pond, Me.
¡standards of citizenship.
There is a shows a good deal of skill In build
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Mecham were re.
Pinkham’s Vegeta
Increasing conviction that the ballot ing up various kinds of structures cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenble Compound, and
WANTED—A dog that will tree part
The other day she niston of Phillips.
¡ought to be invested with a new dig [with her blocks.
today I am a well and
ridges. Must be first class. Address
nity.
Voting is a sacred trust. Hold ¡carried the bit of an edifice at which
healthy woman. For
with particular» and price.
C. W.
m o n th s I suffered
Ing office is a sacred trust.
There she was working to a somewht ex
Whitney, Troy, N. H.
from inflammation, and your Sanative
height.
Her mother
are few things in this world so much traordinary
Wash relieved me. I am glad to tell
worth saving as free institutions. Un asked her how she did it.
The
WANTED—A timun and waXe to do ait
anyone what your medicines have done
der a government of the people, by prompt answer was, "O, I stooped
for me. You can use my testimonial in
the work jn and around a private
This year
any way you wish, and I will be glad
icanijp for ia»boi t four months, ¡be the people, and for the people, every tip on my hind legs.’’
Mt. Blue District, Avon.
ginning jn May.
The woman ¡must thing connected with the administra 1912 gives Phillip a pressing invi
February 27, 1912. to answer letters.” — Mrs. Christina
R eed, 105 Mound St., Peoria, 111.
Ibe a good cook, ajrid (the man know tion of public affairs ought to be tation and a superb opportunity to
Mrs. Nellie White of Holton, was
M rs. Lynch A lso Avoided
somoithing of fanmjng or gardening. sweet and clean ln all their methods “ stoop up on her hind legs,” and do called home by the serious illness
Operation.
something tall.
Write, stating age, experience, etc., and in all their associations.
of her mother, Mrs. J. T. Adams,
Jessup,
Pa.
—“ After the birth o f my
or apply in person, Phillips Savings
Mrs. Adams remains very low.
fourth child, I had severe organic inflam(Rank, P.h,ilMps, Maine.
The lumbering in this district Is mation. I would have such terrible pains
rather small this season.
that it did not seem as though I could
WANTED—A young man, single per*
J. T. Adams and son have got the stand it. This kept up for three long
terhed, as partner.
Take half inter
birch all cut and yarded down to his months, until two doctors decided that
est in a store in the Maine woods.
j10uge<
an operation was needed.
Store supplies, fancy groceries, sup
m
v.
■
x
.
.
.
|
“ ThenEonep of
mym.s
friends
recommended
The enow .8 not over 2 * feet to- Lyd|a
inkJ
Vegetable
Com?
A Valuable Book fo r Every
plies for cottagers and campers, furit
day
in
the
woods,
February
25,
is
pO
U
n(j
and
after
taking
it
for
two
months
and confectionery, Indian novelties,
warm and looks like spring.
I was a well woman.” —Mrs. JOSEPH A.
TR APPE R , OLD;* OR YOUNG, ■j
mounted heads and souvenirs. Postto
his
sister’s
Mrs.
Laura
Allen,
afL ynch, Jessup, Pa.
office and public telephone; only
ter visiting his family in Drery, N.
Women who suffer from female ills
store in the place.
Man must be
H.
He
Plans
on
moving
his
family
f
hoaJ
d trV Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegetaPrice 25 cents.
strictly temperate and be able to
herp in tho «nriri£r
ble Compound, one of the most success.
Invest not less than $2,000.
Ad
P s’
ful remedies the world has ever known,
Edgar Sampson has finished work" before submitting to a surgical opera*
J.
W. B R A C K E T T
CO.,
Phillips, Me,
dress D. F. E., Maine Woods office,
ing for Sherman Grover.
tion.
for further information.
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Reed’s Mill.

Stratton.

Eustis.

East Madrid.

Mt Blue

MODERN TRAPPING METHODS

SAVED FROM
AN OPERATION

M
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Then Phil
tricts to bag some of the “ bigfellows.” per when she returned.
T w e n ty B o re
He thought he
St. Joe and St. Maries rivers, the head thought of an idea.
cook the trout himself and
of Wolf Lodge creek, above Clark would
backForks, Pend Oreille lake, between the surprise Jane when she got
some
cooking the
Pend Oreille and Hayden lakes, at Hay. He had done
den lake and along the Little North previous winter when in camp in the
Claude F. Smith and Frank Cole of Fork in northern Idaho, afford many woods with the loggers and took
Spokane, are planning a hunting and opportunities.
The hunters use fox isome little pride in the record he had
sightseeing trip by automobile through hounds, Airedale terriers, also collies.
inade.
Washington, Oregon, California and
It
required some time to locate
Arizona.
They expect to start early
Owen Ford, a pioneer trapper of Co the pork and the flour when Phil
Having made a specialty for many
in July and cover 6,000 miles in two lumbia Falls, Mont., returned home a
years in building 20 gauge guns, we
months. From Spokane they will mot few days ago after a stay* of five got around to cook the trout, but
are in position to confidently recom
or to Pendleton, Ore., thence to Port months in the mountains to run trap he finally rolled up his hleeves and
mend their use to such sportsmen as
started into work.
In due time a
land and San Diego and eastward into lines.
He was incapacitated nearly
desire to diminish the weight of their
platter
full
of
beautifully
browned
Arizona, stopping at points en route. two months on account of freezing and
guns and ammunition, and thereby
The machine, a 30 horse power touring suffered hardships and privations un fish were ready and Phil went out
increase their comfort and pleasure
to
welcome
his
wife
home.
She
came
car, will be stripped to carry the guns told. Ford and M. McKay, his part
in any kind of upland shooting.
and camp equipment and extra oil tank ner, started for the head of the west pretty soon and he told her of his
We make these highly serviceable
“ We shall take our time and see ev 1branch of Big creek, 30 miles distant, a achievement', as anxious gs a school
little guns in all grades with or with
erything worth while on the trip,” country that has been traversed little. boy.
Jane
told him that he had
out ejectors.
said Cole. “ We will have equipment The men had just finished building their done finely.
For further particulars, write to
to take 1,500 pictures, and when we cabin, and had their lines set.
She told Phil
that the shade of
Ford
find an ideal place we’ ll get out and started to look over the traps when he brown was just right and with a litcamp.
Smith is a good cook and has was overtaken by the first big snow tl fussing around she had things
had experience in camp life.
I rode a storm in November.
They sat down.
He had no snow- ready.
bicycle from Minneapolis to Spokane shoes and wa3 unable to make camp
Phil was tickled and he regarded
and know what it is to hit the trail. that night. Before he could get a firt the platter lovingly,
particularly
Our machine will be stocked with pro he had frozen both feet and hands, bue as he had received a compliment
visions and fitted out in first class style. the next day managed to reach his
from his wife, one of the best cooks
in the Adirondacks.
John T. Little of Spokane, secretary cabin.
N. Y. Salesrooms,
“ Say, Jane,” said Phil
finally.
of the Inland Empire Game Protection
32 Warren St.
His partner started for town and “ I had an awful time to find any
and Propagation association, recently
Ford
says
he
expected
to
be
all
right
flour.
I
thought
we
had
plenty.”
reorganized, says that the chief pur
Jane was astonished.
“ Yes,’* she
poses are to encourage the propagation in at least two weeks, and as he had
of fish and game; obtain a uniformity provisions to ^ast longer than that felt replied, “ we got a new barrel only bliss it is folly to be wise,” but WHEN WE DID AND WHEN WE DIDN’T
of game laws applicable to the Inland safe. McKay never reached town, and yesterday.”
when “ ignorance” tries to teach it
Empire and to correct such existing is thought to have been lost in the
“ I looked all over the pantry and is like the monkey, the higher it
Written for Main© Woods.
laws as are detrimental to the propaga snow. In the meantime Ford’s feet finally found some in a sack.”
climbs the more it shows its tail.
swelled.
When
his
provisions
gave
Avaunt!
A point! The rigid form
tion of game and fish; also just laws
“ In a sack!” exclaimed Jane. !Up
The most agile, beautiful and lus
Quivers in keen suspense;
providing law limits for game and laws out, and after he had put in two on going to the cupboard she show cious fish from fresh waters is this
We now with stealthy step advance,
prohibiting the selling of game. The months there came a thaw and he start ed
Phil the new barrel of flour same speckled aristocrat of the un
And nurse our joy intense.
association will assist the game ward ed for Whitefish, where he was given and a tin can.
The tin can con salted seas.
ens in the better enforcement of the medical attention.
A
thunderous roar! A hurtling form!
tained what was left out of the old “ The trout is a bigger fish than the
present law and its legal department
A
boom! A flash! Go find;
barrel.
The
new
barrel
had
not
been
whale,
Tom Hopper of Spokane, bagged
will furnish expert advice in framing
disturbed.
Phil
looked
around
bewilde*
by
the
swish
of
its
Little
he recks the prey he seeks
You
can
tell
it
new game laws when desired.
Mr. three bears and a big cougar on a trip
Is fleeing fast as wind.
ed. “ Here’s what I used,” he said in
tail.”
in
the
Spokane
vallev,
recently.
He
is
Little added: “ We have seen the results
dicating a brown sack in which there
Take heart, old dog, and fast thee on
S. E. Stanton.
of fish propagation in the Spokane river arranging a bear hunt for Adam Beede
was a white powdery substance.
To yonder thickening copse;
of
Hastings,
Neb.,
who
will
pass
a
and nearby lakes, and equal results can
Jane took one look and then drop
Slacken thy speed upon its marge,
P L E A S A N T IS L A N D C A M P S .
be obtained in game and bird propaga month in the Spokane country.
ped into the kitchen chair, all done
The gun rings out, and, stop!
tion.”
Good
W in te r for Deer.
Average of
J. A. Uhlig, game warden of Spo up with laughter.
Did he go on? Ah, no; now find!
T w o and O n e-H alf Feet of Snow
kane county, reports that while scores
“ What is the stuff?” demande
In the Woods.
Into that thick retreat
Walter Gibbs reports that hundreds of quail perished this winter, thousands Phil.
Old Jack now pldnges, then returns—
of deer in the Glacier National park in were saved by the present mild weath
Special
Correspondence
“ Oh, Phil,” she gasped. “ That’s
The prize is at my feet.
western Montana died this winter for er. He is of the opinion that they are
Pleasant Island, February 23, 1912.
plaster of Paris.
Surely you didn’t
W e have had a week of mild weather
the lack of food and that many others increasing rapidly since the laws were
Edward Havens Goodnough.
and have been improving It.
are victims of coyotes. Mrs. Brewster, made more stringent.
“ Yes, I did,’ groaned Phil. That’s
W e had a call from Ed. Lowell, who
wife of a park guard stationed in the
FISH STORY FROM NEWPORT
what I used,
I fried the trout in spent the night w ith us on his w ay to
upper North Fork country, has been
the woods.
that.”
feeding deer for sometime, and they W H E N “ P H IL ” KING COOKED T H E
W e have an average of 2 1-2 feet of
Jane went ahead then and got the snow In the woods, which is pretty
One o f the season’s best fish stories
have become so desperate for food that
TROUT.
supper.—Paul Smith in
Adirondack jlight for this time of year, and the comes from Newport from Camp Ben
at times they will eat out of her hand.
lake is nearly at low water mark.
If son Farm. The owner of the farm, F .
Old timers say that if the federal gov Jane Saved Her Laurels as the Best Enterprise.
it} will only hold so until the ice is out
B. Adams, recently caught a huge
ernment is interested in the preserva
Cook In the Country by “ Phil’« ”
twe shall have some early fishing. So
tion of its game that steps should be
“ T O T H E S P EC K LE D A R IS T O C R A T far the deer haven’ t yarded and can pickerel in Lake Sebasticook. This
Odd lError.
taken at once to prevent the starvation
travel where they
like,
no crust
to pickerel’s stomach contained the skele
OF U N S A L T E D SEAS,”
bather them.
It has been a good winte ton of a white perch which, Mr. Adams
and slaughter by wild animals, or the
f o r them.
declares, must have weighed over a
park will soon lose its claim to being
There was my old friend
Phil
“
SALVELINUS
FONTIN
a LIS.’
pound. This seems final proof for
the home of the deer and the elk.
King and his wife, Jane Kink.
Phil
was
a good man and good
MAINE WOODS PART OF THE FAMILY doubting Newportites in the case o f
Pickerel vs. Perch. Postmaster Stuart
Utica, N. Y., 2, 9, 1912.
LIFE
Two hundred quail have been liberat farmer, but he left all the household
last summer discovered a dead pickerel
Sk To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
ed in the lower valley of Yakima coun duties and the cooking to Jane.
with a perch pried in its jaws and this
One Mr. Hewitt of Denver, Colo.,
Lowell, Mass., Feb. 5, 1912.
She could
ty, Wash., by Frank Bryant, game was a first-class cook.
wa3
considered conclusive evidence by
To
the
Editor
of
Maine
Woods:
recommended
the
state
discontinue
get
up
a
meal
fit
for
a
prince.
warden. One hundred more will be
Enclosed find money order for $1.50 |many followers of Isaac Walton that a
One day
Dug
Martin stopped propagation of speckled eastern trout
given their liberty in a short time. This
plan makes it possible for the county at Phil’s
and gave Phil
some as they were not game fish, and had (one dollar and fifty cents), same being j white perch was not legitimate prey
long-jawed enemy.
commissioners to keep the quail season trout.
Phil was much obliged to nothing to recommend them but in payment for Maine Woods to Jan. 1, ^or
1913.
I
___________________
closed for another year. Fifty pairs of Dug
and thanked him for him- beauty.
After nearly thirty years the paper
eastern prairie chickens and 60 pairs of ; self and Jane and for the whole fattr
Great Scott!
That man must be
COL. DOOLEY VISITOR IN AUGUSTA
Hungarian partridges have also been fly.
Phil took his trout into the paralyzed to the senses of touch and has become so much a part of our fam-1
ordered for propagation this season^ house and he felt pretty good over sight, and surely never felt that ily life that we forget we owe it any
Lieut. Col. John J. Dooley of Port
and another order of Chinese pheasants the prospects of a fine dinner, such squirming act of the trout when held thing until reminded, even as we too
land, ordinance department, N. G. S.
often
forget
the
little
courtesies
to
will be placed in the event the comrnis. hs Jane could get up.
in the hand that no other fish ever
those around us, which we should al M., was a caller upon Adjutant General
sioners decide to keep the season closed
Phil
had
forgotten
that Jane performs, as all other kinds merely
most
unconsciously repder to strangers. Dill, last Saturday. Col. Dooley has
against the killing of these birds.
was away for the day. She had gone wag their tail the same as in swim
recently returned from the West, where
Respectfully yours.
ming
attitude.
off in the morning, but had
left
he has been seeking instruction in the
Frank H. Whitney.
Frank Palmer of Spokane, who uses
Of course, where “ ignorance is
things prepared to get a quick supmanipulation of an aeroplane.
Per C. L. W.
a camera instead of a rifle in hunting
big game in the Spokane country, while
on a tour of the Priest Lake district re
cently, obtained a portion of a deer’s
skull pierced by an iron arrow.
The
skull was found by a trapper in Hunt
creek.
The years during which iron
arrows were used by the Indians were |
between 1820 and 1875, which proves j
that the deer were shot more than 36 '
years ago.

NOTES FROM THE
FAR WEST.

PARKER
GUNS

PARKER RROS,
Meriden, Conn.

=»s

Mr.Fur Dealer:-

John Kruger, a rancher near Har
rington, Wash., captured an eagle on
Feb. 17. By means o f horse flesh bait
he tempted the big bird, one of the two
seen in the vicinity during the winter,
to come to earth. As the bird, which
measures eight feet from tip to tip of
wings, nipped at the bait, the rancher
from a hiding place, threw his lasso,
the fioose of which closed upon the
bird’s claws.
Bear hunters of Spokane and vicinity
are arranging for trips into nearby dis-

r

u

^
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W ANTED

Do you realize that
thousands of dollars’ worth
of furs are captured in the
State of Maine every year?
Do you want to buy a part
of these furs? Then adver
tise in the MAINE WOODS.
It reaches every hunter,
guide and trapper in Maine.

This ‘Photograph Shows One O f M a n y Fur Catches
Sold To Fur Dealers W h o
In The M A I N E

A ls o

HIDES, PELTS & WOOL
Top prlcas and Satisfactory
Returns guaranteed. We sell
n i l K i n d s o f S t e e l T r a p s at
lowest prices, and T n n all kinds of
11 i d e a and J P u r « for it»>l>ea and
C o a l s . Write for our price lists.
A L B E R T L E A R ID E & F U R C O . ,

£ 3 2 M a rk e t S tre e t,

-

A lb e rt L e a , M in n .

J. W . Brackett Co.,

Phillips, Me.

I

Advertised

WOODS

Last Season.
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¡a characteristic of the birds when full NEVER WOULD KILL A BABY up the tree and nails pieces of
grown.
Perhaps they continue to
boards over the holes.
Then we cut
learn from the mother bird, for she
IN DODGING HIS ENEMY,
that big gum down and begun to
C00N.
remains with them until the season
take out coon.
There was just
FAMOUS
MAN.
is well advanced, after which there
twenty-five coons that we took out
“ No,” said Aleck Thompson, llfe- of that big gum, and when we was
BACKWOODS
seems to be a breaking up and re
! long devotee oi[
the rod and gun, half way back to the slianty one of
arranging
of
the
flocks.
Probably
Man is indeed the ruffed grouse’s
FAIRY TALES
! in Adirondack Enterprise,
“ no, I the fellers said he thought mebby
¡hunting
is
responsible
for
a
good
deal
chief enemy, but this is the fault j
ain’t never squeamish about usin' live we didn’t get ’em all.
of
this
breaking
up
and
scattering,
of man, collectively, and his doings,!
and frogs for bait, and when they grab
“ I noticed that one of them coons
rather than the individual, even the but the birds are gregarious
hiy fingers with them human hands was an old mother and was nursin’
(drift
together
again
though
no
long
j enthusiastic wing shot. Indeed the
E d G rant, Beaver Pond Camps.
er in family groups, the sexes quite o ’ theirs while I’m puttin’ ’em on the one young un.
So after them fellers
N ew reading m atter, interesting.
man who goes out with gam and dog j
T!he first edition w as exhausted much
Often
being separated.
Toward hook it don’t make me creep a little had went the next mornin’ I hustled
is
eager
that
the
birds
should
fail
•oaner than we expected and the popu
But I’ll tell you what I won’t over the hill to that big gum.
lar dem and w as so great for a second of extermination, at least by any- spring the hens become solitary, the ¡bit.
Put
edition that w a published an enlarged
do, I won’t never kill no baby coons.”
cock
having
nothing
to
do
with
the
tin’ my ear down dost to the log
and improved edition to be sold by |one but himself.
Partridge huntThe boys had dropped into Aleck’s ¡1 could hear that young un cryin’
mall
(postpaid) at the low price named.
building of the nest or the care of
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps
a c  ! ing is a healthful outdoor recreation
bungalow at the mouth of Hunter’s
ithe
young.
cepted.
the most pitiful for its mother. I
which does the maximum of good
J. W . B R A C K E T T CO.,
Relying
upon this protecting col Run, as the open season was near at chopped off a big limb that was
Phillips, Maine.
to the hunter and, in the majority of
hand, and Aleck knew the feeding
holler, and aw’ay up in that limb
; cases, the minimum of harm to the oration the first instinct of the
places of the gray and black squir
hunted, for it is doubtful if there ¡partridge in the hunting season is
was that little coon.
I put him in
rels, and the favorite
resorts
of
is any game bird in the world more to sit tight in hopes that the enemy,
my pocket and went home.
ruffed grouse—if he could only be
MAPS OF M AIN E
difficult to hit than this.
Nitro man or dog, may not see him and
“ Young coons is awful amusin’,
If he comes too near, the induced to disclose them.
powders, pump guns, bird dogs of pass on.
and it’s wonderful how fast
they
RESORTS A N D ROADS scent, are all accessories before that bird, in sudden panic fright, goes in Some one had said something
(grow, and how fast a person be
in
fact, but the fact remains that the to the air with a rush and puts as iabout the human principle
comes attached to ’em.
That little
Maine W oods has frequent lnqurle* man himself must sum
up all his ¡much distance as possible in the least volved in the use of a sort of net or feller couldn’t wag his tail like a
for maps o f - the fishing regions of the
possible time between himself and harness to attach to a live frog in
dog does when he sees his master
abate, etc. W e can furnish the following energies to one supreme second when
the
visible danger, simply by flying bass and salmon fishing, instead of
Maine maps:
he must shoot, and shoot straight, at
cornin’ home, but he’d w’alk arountj
Kangedey and M eg an !lc districts . . 25c
Kangeley and M eganUo districts,
a mark that goes into the air with with all possible speed to the next passing a hook through its lips, and on his hind legs and clap his hands.
very large ............................ 25c
made the
Even that was not
the old nature truth teller
the roar of a steam exhaust, that covert.
Moosabead and Aroostook dis
That was his way of showin’ his joy.
the latter part
tricts .................................... 50c will fly no one knows in what di (primitive impulse.
Hunters
and above declaration,
“ Did you ever notice that the hind
iVanklin County ......................................... 50c
ago or with vehemence.
Somerset County ......................................... 60t rection except that it will be the trappers of half a century
foot of a coon makes a track just
Oxford County .............................
60c
Of
course,’
continued
Aleck,
more tell of flocks of twenty to fifty
Piscataquis County .................................... 60< |one that makes it the most difficult
like a hare-foot baby does?
You
Aroostook County .................................... 50c hit, and that flies at the rate of a of these birds Avhich would fly only “ when you’re forcin’ a No. 5 hook
can’t tell the difference, for they’re
W ashington County ................................ 50c
into the nearest tree, as if to es i ¡through a frog’s nose and he reaches
Ou&llne map o f M aine, 30x25 in. . . |1.00 |mile a minute.
the same size and shape.
Geological map of M aine ................... 35c
If the man and the gun and the cape a fox, and soon come to the out with his two human hands and ■ “ It was sandy
Rs R. m ap o f M ain e ...................... 36c
in front of my
grabs
the
hook
and
tries
to
hold
it
Thus
Androscoggin County ............................ 36< j bird dog were all, the
life of the ground in the same covert.
shanty, bein’ close to the creek, and
Cumberland County ................................ 35c
with some
Hancock County ....................................
60c partridge would be long in the land, they were often herded gently along hack you are attacked
that young coon ’ud walk up and
Kennebec County ....................
36c
the ground into snares set
for |regret that such things has to be
i
for
the
birds
grow
in
wisdom,
seem
Knox County ............................................. 35c
down waitin’ for me to come home,
done
even
if
these
scientific
fellers
them.
Since
the
coming
of
breech
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties . .
36c ingly as a race, yearly. The old cock
but if he’d hear strangers approachPenobeoot County
................................
60c
W aldo County ......................................... 86c 1that escapes the gun by a partic loaders and before the days of the assert that a frog is such a low or in’ he’d scoot for his
hole under
York County ................................................. 35
the der of bein’ that he hasn’t as much
ularly clever new ruse seems to pass present stringent game laws
the porch.
feelin’ as the frog in a horse’s hoof
J. W B R A C K E T T CO., j the scheme along to the birds in the birds learned that guns were every has.
“ One evenin’ ’bout dusk I com©
where
and
learned
to
fly
desperately
neighborhood by educational methods
down
the path leadin’ to the shanty
“ And when you’re reelin’ in after
ever since
Phillips,
Maine. which are too subtle for human find to escape them—and
carryin’ a load of skins and som©
tryin’
a
hole
and
you
can
see
your
then
they
have
been
adding
t®
their
in g out.
Any old partridge hunter
knowledge.
In much hmnted local frog holdin’ onto the line with both traps I wanted to grease, and I se©
¡will tell you that.
three tough lookin’ fellers standin’
This ability to take care of it ities there are partridges that have hands so’s to keep his weight o ff’n
out in front of the shanty.
Ther©
the
h®ok
you’re
half
satisfied
that
learned
not
to
rise
at
all,
but
when
self seems to be born with the chick.
was
seme
horse
thieves
and
counter
It is able to run as soon as out of they hear the dogs and guns com your sport is causin’ some pain; and
feiters hidin’ in the woods that fa l,
the shell.
Within a day or two it ing they foot it, wild turkey fash if the frog doesn’t do that because
and they had the reputation o<
can fly surprisingly well for
its j ion, for long distances through the it hurts him then it must be be
I stoppe4
Others take immediate cause of some nat’ral opposition he shootin’ a man on sight.
absurd little wings, at least for a ¡underbrush.
behind a thick hemlock, and pres
advantage
of
a
sheltering
evergreen,
has
to
bein’
pulled
around
by
the
short distance, and obeys with literal
ently I heard one of ’em say:
exactness several words of command dashing behind it on taking wing nose.”
“ ‘We’ll break in and get all the
“ What about
the
baby
coons,
from its mother though, it hears \and flying away thus screened.
fur and grub, then we’ll fire the old
SMOKE OliT, In cold weather trappers
I
Aleck?”
Others
still
have
learned
how
far
a
them then for the first time in its
smoke out more mink, "coon’’, skunk, etc., in
shebang, and she'll burn like an oil
the
one day than they can take in traps in a
life.
If walking
woodland paths shotgun carries and fly before
“ No baby coon should be killed,”
(barrel/
month—besibe they get prime furs worth the
in late Ju. »e you come upon a hunters get within range.
1replied Aleck, “ because it’s nearer
most money.
W e’ll do no
sich thing,»
says
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tehs
mother partridge with a brood of
homicide to kill a baby coon than
how. Giving the first time in print the trea
¡another,
who
'peared
to
be
the
boss
sured secrets of the wisest old trapper in
chicks, the mother bird will do ne
; to kill any other wild animal I know
this country, it's worth dollars to you.
and was lookin’ at
the ground.
j of several things to attract and hold JUST A LITTLE FISH STORY ' of.
And I’ll tell you why.
TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO
'W e’ll jog right on down this creek
your exclusive attention for the
“ When I was trappln» up on Big
BOX W .. OAK P ARK. ILL.
moment.
An observer has had one Henrik Dah l Makes Successful Test Coon Creek, the best trout stream in and leave the shanty alone; there’s
a kid in there,
and we ain’t dis
of Darwinian T h e o r y , but Pet
spring into the air and fly right at
Forest county, I learnt more about
Meets Sad Fate.
turbin’
no
kids.’
¡his face with the beat of her wings,
coons from observation than you
“ And on down they went,” con
p, veritable attack.
This same man
Henrik Dahl of Aalesund was a could learn out of books in a great cluded Aleck, “ and I never saw them
had one spread her wings and tail reader and follower of Darwin. Wish grandfather’s lifetime.
again.
No, I wron’t never kill no
and hop up and down in the air al ing to apply his theory to the limit
“ I took up .quarters in a shanty
baby
coons.
of
adaptability
of
a
species
to
its
en
most under his feet, doing a sort of
¡just above the old Golenza dam, and
j [Pyrrhic dance so astonishing that vironment Henrik procured a herring run a line of traps up Wally
and Thinks that Protection on Doe Deer
from a neighboring fjord and carried
he had eyes for nothing else until
Would be a Great Mistake.
it home in a tub of sea water. He re> Judy runs and clear over the divide
the chicks had fluttered into in- newed the water daily for some time into the head waters of Maple Creek.
Ivisibility.
Eustis, Me., .Feb. 21, 1912.
and gradually reduced the quantity, Mink and coon and otter was plenty
It would be interesting to know with so little inconvenience to the her [that fall, but somehow I couldn’t To the Editor of Maine Woods:
if methods of this sort have always ring that he concluded that the fist catch as many coons as I had oughte
I am agent for the bes.
"F>i*I have read a great deal in your
glne for Motorboats. Get
my
prevailed,
w’hether the birds were ac might, in time, learn to breathe air and natur’ly I was anxious to know paper lately about putting protection
price and let me show you same
undiluted with water, like the cat ana
of my engines and operations
customed to employ them on the
on doe deer.
I take orders for ithe construcman. It turned out as he expected, the reason why.
aborigines for instance, or whether and the water was finally emptied out
k>n of all kinds of motorboats
I think this -would be a great mis
“
On
the
way
out
to
my
traps
one
and have elegant new boats on
they are among the many new tricks of the tub, never to be replaced.
RangeJey Lake
to
let, either
mornin’ I met a feller that said all take, for the deer have never bema
with or without engineers.
of these inventive geniuses, adopt
Henrik next removed the fish from the coons was over along Little Coon thicker in this section than they areE. L. H A L E Y ,
ed perhaps to confuse bird students its tub and placed it on the ground,
Rangeley,
Maine.
Creek, and as soon as I had made now. The sportsmen that pay $15 for
who have learned the old ones. But w'here it flopped about very awkward my rounds I wrent over there to see. a license wants to take home his
the common method is that of many ly at first, but soon learned to move j I found plenty sings of coon, and two deer or one any way,
freely and rapidly. In a little while
[birds surprised on the nest or with the herring wag able to follow its ! I learnt the reason why they was
Everybody knows that bucks are
¡young, to trail a seemingly broken master without difficulty, and then it
: there too.
They was loggin’ on Pine hard to get in October, and if the
*wing before the invader, leading him became his constant companion about
! Ridge and there was a number of ¡killing of does is prohibited there
to think a capture easy, and there the streets of the city.
families livin’ along Little Coon, and will be many of the sportsmen that
On a certain unfortunate day, Hen
by leading him away from the young
won’t come, and many more will go
rik had occasion to cross a dilapidated they had cleared up patches of land
birds.
home
dissatisfied.
It also means
land
raised
as
fine
a
crop
of
corn
as
Often the mother partridge while bridge which spanned an arm of the
harbor. The herring coming grace I ever see. I passed a big gum tree less work for the guides who depend
doing this whimpers like a pnppy, fully along, heedless of danger, now
and looked up.
I could see eight on the hunting season for their daily
Ia tone of whining distress which is and again springing at lilies, for
or ten holes in that big gum, all bread.
sure to call attention to her.
It which it had acquired a great fond
Those who think doe deer ought to
worn smooth around the edges from
its footing—slipped
Serves
always as a warning to the ness, missed
be protected should take a trip over
coons
goin'
in
and
out,
and
while
I
¡young to scatter and hide, which through a crack into the water and
was standin’ there I could hear ’em the Megantic Preserve, or to Blakesthey promptly do, their coloration was drowned.—Boston Transcript.
lee lake, or to King & Bartlett, Tim
chatterin’ inside.
making them practically invisible
“ That evenin’ as I was cookin’ pond, Round Mountain lake or anyamong brown leaves and twigs
Bear Plays Possum.
supper a passel of fellers came in [where else in the Dead River region
i where they lie motionless.
It is a
Frank Hamlin, a rancher living be
from
Tidioute and said they wanted when the deer are yarded up for the
most goblin-like performance.
One tween this city and Carlton, was one
winter.
They would change their
moment the air is full of tiny fluffs of the principals in an exciting hunt me to take ’em out coon huntin.’
[mind very quickly I think if they had
They
had
some
dogs
along
and
one
ing
incident
this
week.
Hamlin
ran
of feathers.
You see them settle
■iAv' 1,011111
I don’t believe it
onto a large black bear suddenly; the feller was a lineman and said he any judgment.
down
into
the
grass like autumn
He will
hunter was cool enough to get a good could climb the trees.
Hvould
make
much
difference
about
So I con
leaves and that is all you do see. standing shot at the bear and to all
say you have a
accidental
shooting
but
of
course
we
cluded
to
take
’em
over
the
hill
to
good dinner if you serve
They are as motionless as the leaves appearances killed the animal.
all have points to argue about, but
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
Little
Coon.
among which they settle and if you
Upon going up to examine his prize
for dessert.
“ Them dogs worked well, and they I firmly believe that a protection on
mark one down you must go over victim, which had fallen as if quite
With William Tell Flour your
[begun
to drive the coons in towards [doe deer would be a great mistake
the ground inch by inch before you dead, Hamlin was taken off his guard
pastry will be a marvel of deli
¡that
big
gum.
One feller wanted to at the present time as there is a
by
Bruin
effecting
a
quick
and
unex
cacy—your muffins, rolls and bread
can lay hands on it.
If you stand in
light, tender and wholesome.
pected revival.
cut it down after we had druv two quantity of game.
the midst of the invisible group the
Sincerely yours,
It is also an economy—William
The bear reared in an attempt to or three in, but I said, ‘Not till we
mother
bird
after disappearing embrace the hunter, who was leaning
Tell Flour goes farthest.
S. 0. White.
And we rounded ’er
herself for a while will come back over him to examine the effects of his get ’em all in.’
Order today.
(12)
and by a reassuring little twittering shot. At this unexpected maneuver lip and run ’em in from all di
D O N 'T FORGET.
At last we could find no
call resurrect her chicks and lead Hamlin beat a hasty retreat with the rections.
Whenever you write to one of our
them away.
But that is only if she bear in close pursuit. At times the more and the dogs was so tired they j advertisers, don’t forget to mention
It is important to
does not see you.
If she does she bear wras so close as to snatch at the laid down at the foot of the big gum ; Maine Woods.
you to do so; important to us and
has another call still that bids them retreating Nimrod’s coattails. Coming with their eyes lookin’ up.
to a thicket the hunter was abie to
“ ‘It'll never do, boys,’ says I, ‘to the advertiser naturally wants to
sit tight and they invariably obey to elude the bear and with another shot
cut that gum down without closing know where you found his Lama
the letter.
Hamlin put Bruin out of commission.
This promptness in action and —Sheridan Correspondence Portland up them holes, for half them coons Tell him, and thus do a good turn
rn it.L .iro .
’1 get away.’ So the lineman he goes for all concerned.
C. H. M C K EN ZIE TRA DING
CO., :¡ability to get out of sight quickly is Oregonian.

RUFFED

Shaw's Pneumatic

Smoke,

William
Ten Flour

GROUSE CLEVERNESS
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Where To Go
A N D R O S C O G G I N C O U N T Y . ____ _
LE W IS TO N ,

M A IN E .

D e W k t House.
Leading- Hotel. Unex
celled In Maine. Booklet free. George
S. Patte, Proprietor, Lewiston, Me.

AROOSTOOK C O U N TY.

OXFORD COUNTY.
U P TO N , M A IN E .

lOurkee’a Camp. On Lake Umbagog •and
Cambridge River. Best of
Deer and
Duck hunting. Excellent F ly Fishing and
Trolling for Salmon and Square Tailed .
Trout. T. A . Durkee, Prop, Upton, Me ,

_____________________ ;__ ;__ i______ :----

W I N T E R V I L L E , M AIN E .

Red River Camps, Beautiful place tear
VIA r u m f o r d f a l l s .
and
Trout
Fishing
In
■Vacations.
Best
o£ fishing.
T . H* Best Salmon
Maine.
Ply fishing begins about June
Tweed te.
1.
Send for circular.
House
always
open. John
Chadwick
& Co., Upper
CUM BERLAND COUNTY.
Dam, M aine.________________ ■

W EST

END

HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER,
Portland,

Prop’r.

Maine

Lake Parlin House and Camps.

D O N 'T FOR GET.
Whenever you write to one of oui
advertisers, don’t forgot to mention
Maine Woods.
It is important to
you to do so; important to us and
the advertiser naturally wants to
know whore you found his name.
Tell him, and thus do a good turn

Are delightfully situated an shore of
Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
to Rangeley Lakes,
popular thorough, f are for automobiles, being a'-distance
'o f 122 miles each way.
L a k e P arlin and th e 12 o u t p on d s In
the radius o f fo u r m iles fu rn ish
the
b est o f fly fish in g th e
w h o le sea son .
T h e h ou se an d ca m p s a re n ew a n d h a v e
all m od ern
c o n v e n ie n ce s ,
su ch
as
ba th s, g a s lig h ts, o p en r o ck fire p la ce s,
etc.
T h e c u isin e Is upexc.elled.
Canoeing, boating,
bathing,
tennis,
mountain climbing, automabiiing, etc.
W trite for booklet.

W A SH IN G TO N C O U N TY.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport >
OUANANICHB LODGE
H. P. M c K E N N E Y , Proprietor,
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
SUNSET CAMPS *
Jac km an,
Maine*.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl NORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, Grand Lake Stream Co.,x “ Owners.”
DON’T FO R G E T.
Fishing unexcelled. Ouanaiuche Brook and
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not be aten
Whenever
you writ© to on© of our
and only equalled by few places in the state.
American plan. Send for circular.
Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook
advertisers,
don’t
forget, to mention
ing with the Grandmother flavor.
No territory
can touch it as a c inoeing center. Circulars.
FR A N K L IN CO U N TY.
Main© Woods.
It is important to
W. G- ROSE. Manager.
Grand Lake Stream.
r a n g e l e y LAKES.
_
you
to
do
so;
important
to us and
Washington
County,
Maine
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker.
206 Milk St Boston. Mass
W rite for free circular, Cta.pt.
F.
L.
the advertiser naturally wants to
Barker, Bemis, Maine.
CATANCE LAKE.
Best of Salmon and
Trout
fishing. know where you found his name.
Also all kinds of gom e In Season.
In
R A N G ELEY LAKES.
formation. and Terms furnished on ap Tell him, and thus do a good turn
Bald Mountain Comps are situated at plication.
Private boarding house. F.
for all concerned.
the foot of Bald Mountain in a good O. Keith, Cooper, Maine.
fishing section.
Steamboat accommoda
tions O. K . Telephone at camps. Two
m an» daily.
W rite for free circulars to

A M O S E L L I S , Prop’r,
Bald Mountain,
*
*

Maine.

Hotel Blanchard will be
closedjfor the winter Dec. 3
E. H. GROSE, Stratton, Me.

Carrabasset, Maine.

Round Mountain. Maine
Ronnd Mountain Lake Camps—Located on one
of the most beautiful lakes in the world, with
every comfort. Elevation 2300 feet. The highest
and coolest resort in Maine. Fly fishing, three
Ponds, fifteen miles Stream, Tennis. Croquet.
Tramping and Loafing. Send for free booklet.
DION O. B L A C K W E L L,
R ound Mountain, Maine.

Carrabassett Spring Farm and Cottages—Un
der New Management. Thoroughly renovated.
Best of fishing and hunting. A n ideal place to
spend your summer vacation. Famous Carrabassett Spring W ater served at all times. For fur
ther particulars address,
N. CHAM PAGNE.
Spring Farm, Carrabasset. Maine.

HOWES’ DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.

D E A D R IVER , M A IN E .

W e s t Carry Pond Camps offers every
inducement to fishermen, hiunters, and
natur© lovers. Five small ponds within
Are situated on First Dabsconeag Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
40 minutes walk
of
the home camps
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
where tr«u t may be taken on the fly from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
every day in the season.
First class own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references.
table service,
comfortable
well kept
camps and pleasant surroundings. Ele
vation 2000 feet. For further informa
tion and Illustrated literature address, j | iMT. KATAHDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England: side trips from
these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
R A N G E L E Y , M AIN E .
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.
Scott’s Camps, Quimby Pond, famous
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
for fly fishing, five miles from Rangeley, two miles
from
Oquossoc,
good ! DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine; Rates $2.00
road direct to camps. Transient parties and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
accommodated, best of meals served. [ during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
Telephone connection by
which boats
and accommodations can be secured. J.
E. Scott. Bock 268, Rangeley, Maine.

For MOOSE and DEER

HERBERT

LOG

CAMP

TO

M.

HOWES,

Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.

LET.

P n Long Pond.
Near Rangeley.
Five
Booms. Brick fireplace, Cook camp, Ice,
Spring water. Address

Rangeley,

GEO. H. S N O W M A N ,
.

York’s Camps Loon Lake. Address J.
Lewis York, Rangeley, Maine. Booklet.

ON

RANGELEY

LAKE.

Mingo Spring Hotel and
Camps. The
most attractive place at the Rangeleys.
Aidvance booking- advised. Address
A.
S. Perham, Rangeley, Maine.

This place is famous for the Early
Trout Fishing and Excellent Guides.

IN

r

Maine..

VIA R A N G E L E Y .

THE

Woods of Maine

QOLLEGE preparatory.
Business
A
courses.
Gymnasium.
Athletic
field.
M
i
i
n
l
train
in
g.
The
only
School
school in Maine inviting comparison
fo r boys
in chool, athletic and home equip
ment with high grade priv
ate schools. Snowshoeing,
tobogganing, skiing, horseX X, Farmington, back riding, maple-sugar
M ain e
making, fishing, and hunting.

ABBOTT

King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 fee
above sea level, unexcelled for trout
fishing or an outing. Individual cab-:
Ins, open wood fires, excellent cuisin I
fine natural lithia spring water, mag-1
nificent scenery. Renew your health
lu the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
V_____________
ideal, resort. Address

Tenth Year
opened
September 27

Autoists en route to Rangeley are invited to inpect our complete plant. Tuition $700.
Accommodations for two more boys.”
ADDRESS

G E O R G E D. C H U R C H ,
H e a d m a ster

H A R R Y M. PIERCE,
King and Bartlett Camps,
Address, Farmington, Me-until the
*eascn opens.
D E A D R IV E R R EG ION .

Th© Sargent. Up to date In every par
ticular.
Maine’s Ideal family vocation
resort. Good fishing and hunting sec
tion,
GUlslne unsurpassed. A . B. Sar
gent, Prop’r, Eustls, Maine.

RANGELEY

Rangeley, Me., Feb. 27, 1912.
Mrs. Laura, wife of George H. Huntoon, passed away Sunday morning,
WEST CARRY POND CAMPS. after a lingering illness. She was
W est Carry Pond Camps. Under
new
management, will be put In first class about 60 years of age.
shape for the season of 1911 and offers
Mrs. Ann Toothaker has been con
every inducement to fishermen, hunt
ers, and nature lovers.
F ive
small fined to the house with a severe cold.
ponds within 40 minutes walk of
the
home camps where trout may be tgtken
Mr. and Mrs. James Mathieson have
on the fly every day
In
the season.
FUnst class table service, comfortable returned to Indian Rock. They have
wel* kept camps and pleasant surround rented their house in the village to Rob
ings. Elevation 2000 feet.
For further
information and illustrated literature ert Dill, who moved his family there
addr©ss,
Saturday.
R. B. TAYLOR, Prop.
Miss Stella Tibbetts was in Phillips
DEAD RIVER,
MAINE two days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Ellis returned
J A C K M A N . M A IN E .
Lake Park. Beautifully situated on the from Massachusetts, Saturday.
Shore of Lake
Wood,, Autolng M otorA special train took 40 townspeople
In«, Trout and
Salmon
fishing,
17
miles of lake and
60
miles of river to Strong, Wednesday night, to attend
boating. Twin Island Gamps at Skinner.
the speaking contest. They report a
HI Au Boothman.*I
fine time and brought back words of
K EN N EB EC COUNTY.
praise for all the speakers.
Miss Muriel Hoar was the guest of
B E L G R A D E L A K E S . M AIN E .
The Belgrade.
Best Sportsmen’s Hotel her sister, Mrs. Albert Carlton, a few
in N ew 1’Ingland. Beat black bass fleShtn* In the world, best trout fishing In days last week. They drove in from
Main©. CJhas. N. Hill & Son, Managers. Phillips, Sunday, and Mrs. Carlton is
C A R A T U N K , M E.
spending the week in town.
I am opening two new ponds to fly
Misses Iva and Eva Hinkley enter
fishing where fish weighing one-half
to four pounds can be caught, situ at tained several of their friends at their
ed near Pierce Pond Camps. Send for
circular.
home Friday night. Oyster stew, cake
C. A . SPA U L D IN G ,
and cocoa were served. Games and
Caratunk, Maine.

music were enjoyed.
A little son arrived at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lamb, February 13.
A party consisting of Minnie Haley,
Mona Loomis, Bertha Russell, Eva
Hinkley, Lucy Adams, Thala Adams,
and Eula Philbrick, visited Charles
Adams’ camps, Thursday.
There were 50 members at the Grange
meeting, Saturday evening. One of
the features of the evening was the
trimming of hats by the gentlemen.
It was surprising to see the taste dis
played by some of them. Mrs. E. P.
McCard, Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley and
Mrs. Ida Lamb acted as judges and
gave the Worthy Overseer, Mr. E. L.
Toothaker, the honor of being the best
milliner. The literary program in
cluded vocal solos by Susie Russell and
Vera Dunsmoor, piano solo by Bertha
RusseU, and a round by Marcia Mitch
ell, Thayer Ellis, Susie Tibbetts and
Helen Raymond. The ladies served
fancy cookies, crackers and punch.
Mrs. George Pillsbury returr ed from
Farmington Saturday night, bringing
her little seven weeks’ old grandchild
with her. Her daughter’s operation
was a critical one and she is still very
ill.
Miss Sabra Ross has been visiting
friends in Temple.
It is hoped the members of Summit
Rebekah lodge will make an extra
effort to be present at the meeting

Q U E S T IO N
BEING
Friday night, as matters of importance I T H E L IG H T
A G I T A T E D IN K IN G FIELD .
are to be discussed.
Those who attended the lecture by j
Kingfield, Feb. 26, 1912.
Rev. Mr. Woodin last week, report an j
interesting and instructive meeting, j To the Editor of Maine Woods:
The weather was unfavorable and k ep t! At the last annual meeting, the se
lectmen were instructed to inquire
many at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Berry accom' las to the cost of street lights In other
panied Mrs. A. M. Hoar home from towns. Under those instructions they
Lewiston Saturday, and remained in addressed letters to municipal offic
tpwn until Tuesday. They returned ers of several towns in Androscoggin,
'Oxford, Somerset and Franklin coun
home by way of Oquossoc.
At this writing, Tuesday A. M., one ties.
of the worst snow storms of the season
All of the towns heard from e&cept
seems to be upon us,—a northeaster. two have all night service furnished
No schools today on account of the by water power, or water power with
storm.
auxiliary steam power.
Twenty five ladies met with Mrs.
Our lights were 30 candle power,
R ley Hinkley last week at the meet Snow 75 watt tungsten, and cost $16-66
ing of the Ladies' Aid.
iper light for 11 o ’clock service. Farmton pays $2o for a 100 watt light,
© ® a«*® eG ©®e© »0»®® ® •»©•©»«!& all night service.
Wilton -the same
as Farmington.
Jay pays $12.50 for
30 C P, all night service and Liver
more Falls one dollar more than Farm
ington for the same service, but lias
$13 rate for a 50 watt light.
Buck.
field pays $6 for 16 C P, and Mechan
A regular meeting of North Franklin
ic Falls $10 for 24 C P, both having
Pomona Grange was held with Lemon
Sail night service.
Stream Grange of New Vineyard on
Bingham street lights are supplied by
Thursday, Feb. 15.
The day was
the Central Maine Power Co., and the
an ideal one, and the attendance was
first selectman of that town referred
Igood.
Granges represented by the
to that company for information, and
visiting
members
were Farming
in response to an inquiry as to what
ton,
Temple,
North
Frank
they would charge per light, on a five
lin,
Sandy
River
and
A u -:
year contract, for 30 street lights,
trora. The new officers were mostly j
per a 30 C P Edison, or tungsten us
in their places, and the degree work, j
ing practically the same amount of
and the literary program were carried
electricity, which would be a 75 watt
on in a very creditable manner. A fter!
light, they replied $14.
the degree work was over, one of the
The Farmington Power Co. would
famous dinners that the ladies of the
furnish an 80 watt light for $15, both
New Vineyard Grange know so well
giving all night service, with dupli
how to prepare, was served to the
cate plants to be used in case of
75 in attendance.
At the business
beak-down, to guarantee continuous
session a committee was appointed,
service.
'consisting of James Morrison, E shj.,
Citizen.
Bion Wing and Lee Daggett to inves

| THE GRANGES

tigate and try to lessen the freight
A Cure f o r Snoring.
and passenger rates of the narrow
Here is a simple cure for snoring,
‘guage railroad.
on which a correspondent has lived as
The literary exercises consisted of j a happy married man for 38 years.
address of welcome, by Wm. Barker, "Put a clove in your mouth.” That’s
all. It will keep your mouth closed
master of Lemon Stream Grange. Re- j and will be there still in the morning,
sponse, Bion Wing, song, Kate Luce. ' having compelled you to breathe
Question—At present prices which through your nose all night.
more profitable, stock raising or dair
ing? Herman Corbett of Farmington,
T h e One Essential Point.
and Jessie Hodgkins of Temple, took
The perm anent interest o f every
part in the discussion, both taking th man Is, never to he in a fa lse position,
side of dairying.
The discussion wa : but to have the w eight of nature to
very interesting. The exercises closed back him in all he d oes.—Emerson.
With a song by Annie Orcutt.
The
next meeting will be held with Auror
Grange of Strong, on Thursday, Marc
|21.

Commonwealth Hotel

#

Aurora Grange of Strong held
a
very well attended meeting on Satur
day evening, Feb. 17.
JJne appli
cation for membership was presented.!
A very spicy paper edited by Mrs.
Geo. Webster, was read by her, and
created much amusement among the
¡members.
SCHOOL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1.)
esting as the players mixed in a little
football once in a while. It was by far
the roughest game played here this
year and though the visitors greatly
outweighed the local team, they fout d
that the lighter boys could more than
hold their own with them.
The Farm
ington boys had no team work what
ever and each man would shoot for a
basket wherever he happened to be.
Several sensational baskets were made
as a result of this.
The P. H. S. bot, s
passed all around the other team and it
was evident from the first that they
would win easily.
P. H. S.
F H. S. 1912
Noble, rf,
lb, Titcomb, Winter
Holt, If,
rb, McLeary, Leavitt
Huntoon, c,
c, Tufts
Barker, rb,
If, Leavitt, McLeary
Kinney, lb,
rf, Roderick
Score: P. H. S., 47; F. H. S. 1912,
13.
Goals from floor: Noble 9, Holt 7,
Huntoon 4, McLeary 3, Barker 2, Tufts
2, Roderick. Goals from fouls: Noble
3, McLeary.
Referee and umpire,
Marsh and Toothaker, alternating.
Timer, Knapp. Time, 20 and 15 min
ute periods. Scorer, Morton.

Incorporated

Opposite State House, Boston, Mass,
/ cast

for $1.00 a day and up; which includes
free use of public shower baths. NO
THING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW
ENGLAND. Rooms wtih private bath
for $1.50 per day and up; suits of two
rooms and bath for $4.00 per day and up
Dining room and cafe first class.
Eu
ropean plan.
Absolutely

Fireproof. Stone Floors. Nothing
Wood but The Doors.
Equipped with its own sanitary vacuum cleaning
plant. Strictlv a temperance hotel. Send for
booklet.

STORER F. CRAFTS, Gen. Mgr.

TAKE NYOIL WITH YOU INTO
THE WOODS IN YOUR GRIP
No Sportsman’s Kit
is complete without
it. No Guide will
recommend
any
other oil after he
has given

=3 0 3

NYOIL
i

R u le s fo r R ig h t L iv in g .

To be honest In the directest way
and virtuous by epitome, be firm unto
such principles of goodness as carry
in themselves volumes of instruction
and may abridge thy labor. So may
we have all in a few, and the law and
the prophets in a rule, the sacred writ
In stenography, and the scriptures in
a nut-shell.—Sir Thomas Browne.

|

"VciLscoHfiWnNy
wroHHmuiw.umw.iSj
fPOUSHIVGANDPREVENIRCI
I
RUST. , . « « I
THE MOST HIGHLY
RfflSEDOILTIM T HAS
i YET DEES PRODUCID

L ~ f-.— , s,— .

Courtship.
Courtship after marriage preserve*
the lover in the husband and th*
sweetheart In the wife.

a thorough test on hia
rifle. It’s the best lub
ricating oil ever re
fined; in a class by It
self for use on fl rearms
It will not gnm or
chill. It contains no
acid. It A bsolutely
PREVENTS RÜST.
All hardware and
sporting goods stores
sell it. Large bottles
cheaper to buy. 25
cents; trial size, 10c.

Wm. F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.
Also M fr’ o f
NYOLENE
in tubes. Try either
or both.
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¡REGARDING RESIDENTS O F T H I S
BIG SHOW EXHIBIT
S T A T E TAKING OUT A L I 
<»
CENSE.
<►j
Bangor & Aroostook Booth at Madison
<’ !
Square Garden
Abbott Village, Me., Feb. 19, 1912.
<►
<► Preparations have nearly been com To the Editor of Maine W oods:
<> pleted for the exhibit advertising of the
I noticed in the issue of Maine Woods
hunting and fishing regions o f eastern of Feb. 1, that at the annual meeting
Maine, which will be conducted by the of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
I f you take H ood ’s Sarsaparilla and receive as mucK
A. G. C R O N K H ITE •; Bangor & Aroostook railroad at the Game association that a proposition
benefit from it as did Mr. Benjamin C. Rose of Saunforthcoming Sportsmen’s show at Mad was discussed, and met with much fa
ucesso to Emery S. Bubier
derstown, R. I. H e says, “ M y sickness and bad feel
vor,
to
require
residents
of
Maine
to
ison Square Garden, New York City,
secure
licenses
to
hunt.
That
might
ings
from dyspepsia and nervous prostration ex
PHILLIPS,
MAINE.
from March 1 to 9, and unless all signs
▼ ;
fail, the show seems destined to be one bs all right to the majority of that as
tended over seven years.
Physicians, medicines
of the largest and most successful ever sociation for it is composed largely of a
and
treatments
gave
practically
the same result,—
given there, says the Bangor Commer class who produce no crops, but there
is
another
class
who
deserve
considera-!
no
help,
but
H
ood
’s
Sarsaparilla
did the work for
cial.
The B. & A. exhibit this year will be tion; the farmer, who toils from 12 to
me and did it well. Friends said I did not seem to
in charge of J. A. Flanders, Jr., of the 16 hours a day under very^ discouraging
he the same man. H ood ’s Sarsaparilla is a great
passenger traffic department, and he conditions, for there is an army of pest
6 for 5 cents
spring medicine, a fine stomach and nerve tonic.”
which
are
increasing
with
each
passing
will leave for New York in a few days
year,
not
the
least
among
them
are
the
Easter Designs and
to superintend its installation in the
booth, which the railroad has secured deer.
three to six inches long and some times
Phillips Views
Some will say the deer does no dam an early fawn will have knubljles on. his robins were reported to be wintering in
on the 26th street side of the garden.
Salem. "While driving in Freeman,
A t The
The new Bangor & Aroostook guide age. That may be true in thickly head when he is no more than seven Jan. 19, that winter, I heard the unmis
months old.
The knubbles ’ will
be
book for 1912, In the Maine Woods, settled localities but in the back coun- covered with hair, but the deer will takable notes of a robin in the woods
CASH GROCERY
which has been written and arranged ! try it is different. I once heard a game knock them off in December of the same nearby.
STORE
by Sec. W. A. Hennessy of the Bangor warden say that from a farmhouse door year that he is born.
The following is part of an article
Phillips,
Maine,
♦ Chamber of Commerce, a former well ! in this county he counted 13 deer in the
M istake No. 2 is that the new horns
that appeared in the journal of the
fields.
Who
would
claim
that
such
a
|
¡sprout
In
the
spring
and
pushes
the
old
known newspaperman, will be readv
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Our deer shed their horns Maine Ornithological Society, March,
for distribution at the show and a large herd could stroll through our fields and ones off.
j in the month of December and the new ! 1905:
do
no
damage.
Not
many
farmers
have
number of copies will be handed out to
the time or disposition to hunt game, horns do not start until the last of the
“ As we were driving near Starks to
visitors.
following M ay.
Mistake No. 3, that
A considerable number o f deer, moose but if by chance they should see a deer ca st-o ff horns are never found. I have day, Feb. 2, we saw five robins in an
J. M. Swain.
and bear heads, will be on exhibit at in open season that they had fattened at found thousands of them and if Mr. orchard.”
the expense of their crops, it seems it Naturalist will come to my place in the
If there has heretofore been any
the B. & A. booth, showing in a realis
Both doubt about robins wintering in Maine,
would be doing them an injustice if spring I will show him some.
tic manner the trophies which await
they were obliged to stand back and see |mice and squirrels eat these horns after this year it can be dispelled, as the
hunters in eastern Maine. The heads
the sportsman secure that which right awhile, but I have found horns almost above report is from one of our keen
will be the property of various camp
perfect that have laid in the woods unfully belonged to him.
est and most reliable observers of bird
|til they are covered with green moss.
owners who will attend the show.
j j |The above named association claim it
The reason for not finding more horns life.—Ed.
Those who will have heads there and
would do away with the illegal killing |is because deer shed their horns after
who will be present are, E. F. Fowler
The two species may be roughly de
of deer at the logging camp. We can they go into winter quarters in some
and Luther Hall, Patten, A. T. Leescribed
as follows:
not see the point, as all illegal shooting thicket wihere the hunter seldom goes.
man, Monson, and B. M. Packard, SeNow I can prove what I say but
Pine Grosbeak
is done on the sly and we see no reason
bec lake. There will be eight or ten
■frhat Mr. Naturalist says he
cannot
Male: Breast, head, back and rump,
why there would not be as many deer prove. Before he states facts he wants
heads in all, including a magnificent
killed by those without a license, as j to get back into the woods with people rose red; wings and tail fuscous, two
moose head, having antlers with a
there are at the present time.
, ‘Who are brough up with the wild ani white wing bars; elsewhere slaty grey.
spread of 56 inches. Although these
m als, then he can learn something of Female: Red, replaced by olive yellow.
G.
W.
Bennett.
C. F. C H A N D L E R & SON are by no means the largest which have
jnature.
Robin
come from the Maine woods, the head
C. A. Davis.
PH ILLIPS, M A IN E .
Male:
Top
and
sides of head, black;
is nevertheless an unusually fine one MAINE WOODS WHAT HE HAS
rest
of
upper
parts,
slate color; throat,
and is certain to attract much atten
LONGED FOR.
D E LIG H TFU L
E VE N IN G
AT
THE
white, spotted with black; rest of under
RANGELEY TAVERN.
tion.
parts, rufous. Female: Duller colored.
In addition to the camp owners who
New York City, N. Y., Feb. 18, 1912.
Rangeiey, Feb. 19, 1912.
The robin belongs to the thrush fam
will be present at the show many others
T0 tho Editor of Maine Woods:
Special Correspondence
ily; the pine grosebeak to the finch or
will be represented by literature which
On Saturay evening, Mr. and Mrs. sparrow family.
Enclosed please find subscription to
will be distributed a t-th e B. & A.
jW . S. Marble, landlord and landlady
your
valuable
paper,
Maine
Woods,
the
booth. Practically all of those who ad
Chapman’s Handbook says: “ The
j of Rangeiey Tavern, entertained a party
1 am a great lover of j of friends with progressive whist.
vertise in the B. & A. book will have outing edition.
pine grosbeak may be said to find
Has bought out the entire
The beautifully kept
house
is
an its true home in the coniferous for
circulars and folders for distribution j outdoor life and a true sportsman, not
stock and trade o f the Farm
and the show will be the means of their the kind that go hunting and fishing to jideal place for a gathering o f this kind, est which crosses the continent dia^er's Co-Operative Trading Co.
land the genial proprietor and his wife
receiving many inquiries for accommo get all they can, commonly called game succeeded In making everybody have a 9nally from Maine to Alaska.”
Call and I will give you one
hogs, but I am a sportsman that will go
dations later on in the season.
delightful evening.
In seasons when they are numer
hundred and thirty crackers
Although it is difficult to trace direct out in the woods and fish, hunt and
Nine tables of whist were filled; ous here, I see them as early
as
for twenty five cents.
trap
and
take
only
that
which
I
think
those present being Messrs, and Mdms.
the results from the advertising which
Oct
27.
My
latest
record
is
two
fe
fc:
is done at the Sportsman’ s show each j is right and I will enjoy the scenery J. A . Russell, W . ID Quimby, Harry males, seen May 15.
In winter they
; Riddle, Loring Haley, E . I. Herrick,
year, the B. & A. passenger depart very much. Up to five years ago I E. B. Herrick, Eben Harnden, F . B are frequently seen in pines
and
ment is satisfied that it is productive of have lived in the city. Then I went out Colby, W . E. Tibbetts, H. A Look, W maples.
They sometimes feed upon
to
Maine
for
a
couple
of
summers
and
D Grant, Eben Hinkley, Prudence Rich
much business and that many people
the seeds of the sumach.
are given information concerning the ’ twas there that I “ first saw the light.” ardson, John Peaks, Dr. C. H. Stewart,
!
Freeman
Tibbetts,
Jas.
Mathieson,
Mrs.
Dana Sweet.
m HHW VW VW U H
advantages of eastern Maine as a I came back to the city again, and now
j C. M Cushman, E . H. Lowell
hunting and fishing region, which I am longing to be in the woods once
A t 11 o ’clock the prizes were awarded,
REDUCED PR HIES —
Science of Politics.
could scarcely be transmitted in any more. As soon as I am able, I am com first to Mrs. Jas. Mathieson, who was
^1 (i i.jtM
ing
out
there
again.
Politics is the science of keeping
j presented'w ith a beautiful sterling picother way.
^
is date until March 4th
A few weeks ago I received a sample |ture frame, and Dr. Stewart with a car citizens happy.
my winter goods at
According to indications at present
ved leather pocketbook.
The conso
reatly reduced prices.
the coming spring will be a record- copy of the Maine Woods and after I lation
prizes fell to Mrs. W . D. Grant,
From March 4th until March
looked
it
over,
I
knew
it
was
just
what
A G R E A T DISCOVERY.
1breaking one for out of the state fish
18th my store will be closed and
I have longed for.
If I find any other a silver magazine opener, and to E.
—
ermen.
The
fishing
through
the
ice
H.
Lowell,
an
ash
tray
of
hammered
on March 18th I shall open wiih
sportsman
in
this
city,
I
will
try
and
Certain
Ingredients
That Really Probrass.
a full line of
this month has been unusually good in
more Hair Growth when Properly
UP-TO-DATE SPRING GOODS
nearly all sections and this argues well interest them in your paper.
cake and coffee were served, and
Respectfully yours,
Combined.
Call early and get some of the
for the greater sport o f fly fishing later
good bargains offered.
* Henry Thernault. J (during the evening punch was dipped by
on. The ice usually leaves Moosehead
T A Rni.sssell and Mr MArble After
Resorcin is one of the most effective
Ilake early in May and the sport is on
renewing acquaintance with each other,
MRS. J. C TIRRELL
Ithe party broke up at
a late hour, germ desiroyers ever discovered by
, there at once. The other •lakes and
PHILLI
MAINE.
everyone unanimous in
assuring
Mr. science, and in connection with Beta
GRANT’S CAMPS AN IDEAL SPOT
' ponds are clear about the same time
l Napthol, which is both germicidal and
(and Mrs. Marble that It had been the
W V V U W H H W U W H W H V V W I and scores of out of the state fisherantiseptic, a combination is formed
(pleasantest social affair of the season.
which destroys the germs, which rob
Anyone who has visited Grants,
, men make it their yearly practice to
j the hair of its natural nourishment, and
:
camps
at
Kennebago
are
very
likely
to
reach their favorite ponds and lakes
also creates a clean, healthy condit.on
G
ej esight is vital to the highest immediately. The best fishing
is go again, but to those who have not
of the scalp, which prevents the devel
type of efficiency. Almost
usually obtained directly after the lakes been so fortunate we would recommend The Haskells Sojourn in the'Sunny opment of new germs.
all poor eyesight can
Pilocarpin, although not a coloring
a trial trip this spring. Here the fish
South
1are clear.
be prevented by
matter or dye, is a well-known ingredi
proper means.
ing
is
unsurpassed
throughout
the
sea
i ry possible effort will be made at
ent for restoring the hair to its natural
Thorough examination at your
: the forthcoming show to answer all in son. The camps are noted for its fine
By the courtesy of H. A. Haskell we color, when the loss of hair has been
residence if desired.
cuisine
and
one
can
have
the
pleasure
quiries which may be received concern
are in receipt of a copy of the Manatee caused by a disease of the scalp.
F R A N K F. GRAVES
These ingredients in proper combina
ing the various eastern Maine hunting of seeing all kinds of game near camp. River Journal, published at Bradention, with alcohol added as a stimulant
and fishing resorts and the exhibit will
town, Florida. Mr. and Mrs. Haskell and for its well-defined nourishing prop
Graduate Optom etrist.
WANT BROOK CLOSED
left for the South in the holiday season erties, perfect perhaps the most effect
New Sharon,
. . .
Maine be one of the most complete the B. &
A. has ever sent to New York.
and have been at Hotel Manavista at ive remedy that is known for scalp and
r mera Ph on e 3-84.
Hearing for W i n d s o r People Fixed for Bradentown, Florida, through the win hair troubles.
We have a remedy which is chiefly
ter.
Feb. 29.
composed of these ingredients, in com
WILL BE EATEN UP BY GAME IF
bination with other extremely invalu
STEEL TRAPS CAN’T BE USED
Picturesque Manchuria.
The commissioners of inland fisheries
able medicinal agents. We guarantee
Wheat conies Into the mills and tt
Robins and Pine Grosbeaks.
it to positively cure dandruff and to
and game have received the petition of
the rivers and railways of Manchurls
grow hair, even though the scalp in
Mackamp, Me, Feb. 19, 1912.
W. S. Barton and 11 other residents of
spots is bare of hair. If there is any
from almost incredible distance?.. In To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Windsor asking that Meadow Brook,
vitality left in the roots, it will posi
the winter, when the rough, ungraded
Avon, Me., Feb. 23, 1912.
1 saw an article in the Bangor daily so called, in the town of Windsor,
tively cure baldness, or we will refund
roads are frozen hard and smooth, the
your money. If the scalp has a glazed,
natives haul wheat for 200 miles, in paper where some gentleman said he county of Kennebec, a tributary to the To the Editor of Maine Woods:
In reply to the recent articles on shiny appearance, it’s an indication
some cases by means of a heavy, two was going to try to have a bill passed west branch of the Sheepscot river, be
that baldness is permanent, but in other
robins
and pine grosbeaks, will say that instances we believe baldness is curable.
closed
to
all
fishing
for
a
period
of
four
wheeled cart drawn by four to eight this winter to prohibit the use of steel
mules. Long trains of these carts, traps. If this bill should pass we years, from the headwaters of said robins are so entirely different in notes
We want everyone troubled with
traveling together for protection and wouldn’ t have a bit o f game left in brook down to Coburn mill, so called. and appearances from the pine gros scalp disease or loss of hair to try Rexcompanionship at night, can be seen Maine in five years’ time, but would be
The commissioners ordered that a beaks that one who is the least bit ob all “ 93” Hair Tonic. If it does not
on the main highways all winter and eaten up with wild cats, lynx, foxes hearing on the petition be held at the serving can’t possibly mistake one cure dandruff and grow hair to the sat
isfaction of the user, we will without
are the most picturesque feature of
State House Feb. 29, 1912, at 2 P. M. species from the other, though doubt question or quibble return every cent
and other wild animals.
Manchurian life.
less grosbeaks are often mistaken for paid us for it. We print this guarantee
Northern Maine Trapper.
T H E S H E D D IN G O F
DEER
H O R N S . robins. However,
robins have fre on every bottle. It has effected a posi
tive cure in 93 per cent of cases where
quently been seen in winter in Maine by put to a practical test.
Monson, Maine, Feb. 20, 1912.
THE
SOUND
SLEEP
OF
G O O © TRY THE FISHING AT BLAKESLEE
reliable observers. A few years ago
T o the Editor o f M aine Woods:
Rexall “ 93” Hair Tonic is entirely
HEALTH
—
I have just been reading an article
Is not for those- suffering from kid
unlike, and we think, in every particu
H
you
ever
tried
the
fishing
at
ney
ailments
and irregularities. The
in your paper o f February 15, 'wihere a
lar, better than anything else we know
prom pt use of Foley Kidney Pills will Blakeslee lake camps, where you can
AN
E P ID E M IC OF COUGH ING
naturalist
describes
the
growth
of
of for the purpose for which it is pre
dispel backac/he and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen soore, weait and ailing catch trout every day in the season? moose and deer horns.
He neither give
Is sweeping over tihe town.
Old and j scribed. We urge you to try this prep
kidneys,
restore
normal
action, and
his name or address; he certainly can young
alike
are
affected and
the , aration at our entire risk. Certainly
•with it health and strength.
Mrs. M. This is no fish story, but a real fact and
little j we know of no better guarantee to give
He says that a strain is particularly hard on
F . SpaJsbury, Sterling, 111., says:
“ I “ Joe” will guarantee to “ deliver the not live in Maine.
suffered great palin in my hack and
deer's horns do not start until the deer children and on elderly people. Foley’s 1you. Remember, you can obtain Rex
kidneys, could not -sleep at night, and (goods.”
Address Joe White, Eustis, 5s two years old, mistake No. 1.
A Honey and T ar Compound is a quick, |all Remedies in Phillips only at our
could not raise m y hands over my head.
and reliable cure for all coughs |store—The
Rexall Store.
R. H.
B u t tw o bottles of FoMiy Kidney Pills SMaine, for any information you may buck deer’s horns start when the deer safe
and colds.
Contains no opiates.
E. •
cured m e .”
E . H . W hitney,
Phillips,
is one year old and grows spikes from H. W hitney, Phillips,, Me.
1wish.
I Preble.
M aine.
THE WATCH you will eventually buy. Everybody loves a winner. Year after year the Waltham has demonstrated its Superiority in accuracy and reliability and has won first place in the
final watch test. This is the
watch YOU WANT.
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Linoleum,

Congoleum,

Woodoleum

and Oilcloths
for floors.
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I

J. R. DOYEN

Your Friends May Not
Know You
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Henry W. Grady, Estate of Elmer S. Brackett, et al. C A L E D O N I A N I N S U R A N C E CO. O F !
life is as great.
S C O T L A N D , U. S. B R A N C H , 50 &
one of the most brilliant and one j f r a n k l i n , ss: At a Court of Probate liolden
52 P I N E S T . , N E W Y O R K C I T Y .
minds of the South I at Farmington, within and for the County Of FrankOf the choicest U*1UU» UL
' lin, on the third Tuesday of February, A. D-1912.
Wholesale and Retail.
says that the nation is not made | Edgar W ills, G uardian'of Elm er S Brackett and
A ssets Dec. 31, 1911.
Vmt in t h e ! Vestie Niles, minor children in said County, de
in the halls ofthe cap 1, DUt
; ceasecj > having presented his first account o f Real Estate,
$ 525.000. 00
Leave your orders early for
the |Guardianship o f the estate o f said w ards for al iStocks and Bonds,
1,268,060.00 next winter’s supply. For prices
hearts of America, and that

COAL

C bu rcbes

lowance:

144,634.85
hearts of America are made in her Ordered, that said Guardian give notice to al^ Cash in office and bank,
apply to
217,297.60
persons interested, by causing this order to be pub A gents’ Balances,
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. homes.
lished three weeks successively in the Maine W oods, Interest and Rents,
8,006.62
B E A L & M cLEARY,
If we look upon the lives of those published at Phillips, that they may appear at a P ro All other A ssets ,
Calendar for week ending March 92,785.91
bate Court to be held at Farmington, in said County,
at Phillips Station.
2„165,7S4.98 Office
Sunday, March 3, second Sunday in whose names are great in the his on the third Tuesday of March next, at ten of the Admitted A ssets,
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
tory of our country, those who have clock
[Lent.
AGENTS:
have, why the same should not be allowed.
$ 140,799.18
(Net Unpaid Losses,
J H. THOMPSON, Judge.
Sermon, shaped its course for greatness and
10.45, morning worship.
C. B. Richardson, Strong.
1,402,322.48
Attest, A . L . Fenderson, Register.
Unearned Premiums,
blessing in the world from the Pil"
“ God’s Search for Truth.’
62,213.57
All other Liabilities,
L. L. Mitchell Kingfield.
200. 000.
00
grim Fathers to Lincoln, and even un
(Cash Capital,
12 m., Sunday school.
Estate of Phineas Richardson.
360,449.75
Music by til now we shall find that nearly all F R A N K L I N , ss. A t a Court of Probate holden Surplus over a.ll Liabilities,
7.30, People’s service.
fTotai Liabilities and Surplus,
at
F
armington,
within
and
for
the
County
of
Frank
Choral Club.
Steropticon lecture, are those who have reverence for God
2,165,784.98
lin, on the third Tuesday of February, A . D . 1912 .
iWe shall find many of our great men Prudence M. Richardson, adm inistratrix of U. S . B R A N C H S U N I N S U R A N C E
“ The Man from Italy.’»
the
estate
of
Phineas
Richardson
late
o
f
RangeR E A L INSTATE AGENCY
In Scot
Tuesday, March 5, 7.30 p. m., Con- are of Scottish descent.
O FFIC E.
ley. in said County, deceased, having presented
land more than in any other land is her first account of administration o f the estate
gregationalist monthly meeting.
o f said deceased for allowance:
A ssets Dec. 31, 1911.
80 ACRE FARM on main road; 2ft
Thursday, March 7, 7.30 p. m., mid* every home a church where the Ordered, that said administratrix give notice to all
Real E state,
•$ 270,637.79
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
miles to village; R. F. D. past th»
Bible is read and God is worshipped.
¡week prayer meeting.
M
ortgage
Loans,
25,000.00
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
Our homes are our strongest forts, Woods, published at Phillips, that they may appear at Stocks and Bonds,
3,425,709.40 house; 25 acres tillage, cuts about
Rev. Mr. Hutchins, at the Union and the beautiful customs of re a probate Court to be held at Farmington, in said Cash in office and bank,
278,511.37 30 tong of hay; remainder pastur»
County, on the third Tuesday of M arch next, at
church, Sunday morning, preached membering God in them strengthens ten o ’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any A gen t’s Balances,
477,560.68 and wood lot, hard wood and pine.
they
have,
why
the
same
should
not
be
allowed.
Interest and Rents,
42,634.94
upon
the
subject, “ The Rejected
Well and acqueduct water; story and
J. H. T H O M P S O N , Judge.
our defences.
All other A ssets,
10,890.87
Attest, A . L. Fenderson, Register.
Blessing.’’
The
text was
from
a half, 9 room house and ell; two
We excuse
ouselves in vaious
Cross A ssets,
4,530,945.05
Josh. 24:15, “ As for me and my hous ways.
Deduct
items not admitted,
11,724.23 barns, one 44x52, the other 28x28..
We say we want to make
Estate of Anna C. Hunter.
we will serve the Lord.”
are 5 good cows, farm
Adm itted Assets,
4,519,220.73 Included
no parable of our religion.
But that
At a Court of Probate, held at Farmington, within ■
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
It was good to read during the last
ing
tools,
one
acre good sweet com ,
term hardly applies to a united re and for the County of Franklin, on the third Tues N et Unpaid Losses,
$ 264,920.59
week of the reading in the halls of
grain and about 30 tons of hay; for
day o f February, A . D . I9i2.
membrance of God in the home.
2,774,926.08
A certain instrum ent purporting to be the last Unearned Premiums,
Congress
of Washington’s farewell
quick sale we make the price $2,200.
All other Liabilities,
135 194.10
• .We say we have no time for it, W ill and testam ent o f
Address.
It is fitting that this be but we take time for the eating of
A nna C. H unter, late o f Strong,
Surplus
over all Liabilities, 1,344,179.96
done each year when congress is food, for the putting on of raiment, in said County, deceased, testate, together w ith a Total Liabilities and Surplus,
petition for the probate thereof and for letters
4,519,220.73
assembled on a date near that of the and for other things that we call testam entary as therein provided, having been
E. H. Dingley, Agent.
duly prtsented,
birthday of the Father of His Country essential.
Nothing else is as im Oroered. That said petitioner give notice to all
Farmington, Maine.
REAL ESTATE AGEN CY
The address of Joshua from which portant as the remembering of God. persons interested by causing this order to be
published three w eeks
successively
in
the
Wilton,
Maine,
I have read has much that is similar
T
H
E
S
T
A
N
D
A
R
D
A
C
C
I
D
E
N
T
I
N
S
U
R
Not church members or professors Maine W' ods, a newspaper printed at Phillips in
said County, that they m ay appear at a Probate
A N C E CO., O F D E T R O I T , M I C H .
jn the occasion that called for it and
of religion alone, but every one, Court to be held at Farm ington, w ithin and for
said County, on the third Tuesday
o f March
in its character to that of Washing
A ssets Dec. 31, 1911.
should call this both a duty and a next, at ten o’ clock in the forenoon, and show
ton.
cause, if any they have, w hy the Bame should not Mottgage Loans,
$ 229,775.00
PEELED PULPW00D.
privilege.
be allowed.
Collateral Loans,
50,000.00
At the close of a long leadership
J. H . T H O M P S O N . Judge.
The method is not important.
It
Stocks and Bonds,
3,206 861.50
3,000 cords, Fir, Spruce and Poplai
of the children of Israel Joshua may be the good old fashioned way A tte st: A . L. Fenderson, Register.
Cash in office and bank,
143,909.16 j wanted on line of Sandy River & Rangebrought to them the word of the of the reading of the word, and the
Premiums in course of collection,
ley Lakes Railroad. Highest prices for
Estate of John E. Graffam.
Lord telling them of the long way in offered prayer after the morning
405,707.79 1009. Write, telephone or call on
F R A N K L I N , ss: At a Court of Probate holden at
30,801.12
which they had been led.
He re meal.
It may be by the acknowl Farmington, within and for the County of Franklin, Interest and rents,
M c L e a r y , Phillips
4,067,054.57 A. W .
Gross Assets,
minded them that when their fathers edgement of God’s goodness as we on the third Tuesday of February, A . D- 1912 .
36,599.54
B. F'rank Beal administrator of the estate o f Deduct items not admitted,
dwelt by the rivers of the East they Icome to the table.
It may be by John E. Graffam late o f Freeman in said Count- Admitted Assets,
4,030,455.03
were called to journey to a land which the moment of silent thanksgiving and ty. deceased, having presented his first account
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
of admins ration of the estate o f said deceased for
[was promised them. Afterward driv petition, when all bow their heads allowance:
$ 750,875.69
N et unpaid losses,
Ordered, that said administrator give notice to all Unearned Rremiums,
1,053,243.09
en by grievous famine they sought th before God.
The important thing is, iersons interested, by causing this order to be pub- A ll other Liabilities,
325,757.96
land of Egypt.
Having lived there |the emembrance and recognition of fished three weeks successively in the Maine W oods,
500,000.09
published at Phillips, that they may appear at a Cash Capital,
first in freedom, then in bondage the God in our lives..
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in said Surplus over all Liabilities,
1,400,578.29
And talk over the changes you will
County, on the third Tuesday of March, next, at
had at last been led forth by Moses. : No truer prayer has been uttered ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if Total Liabilities and Surplus, 4,030,455.03
make on your house this spring, such
any
they
have,
why
the
same
should
not
be
allowed.
Clinton
Rowe,
Agent.
Coming to the sea with the sound of than that of the child who having
J H. T H O M P S O N . Judge,
as changing the small lighted windows
Chesterville, Maine.
the chariots of Egypt behind them heard that there was a God to whom Attest, A . L . Fenderson, Register.
for the large glass window?, the old
the Lord had put forth the strength he could pray was heard repeating
U N ITE D
STATES
C A S U A L T Y C O M - door for a new glass door and the best
NIAGARA
FIRE
INS.
CO.,
25
L
IB
E
R

of his hand for their deliverence. He 1the alphabet, and explained what he
PANY, N E W YO R K C ITY , N E W
improvement you can make is a nice
YORK.
had fed them and led them through did by saying that if he said the
T Y ST., N EW YORK.
i
the long years in the wilderness. Whe letters he was sure God could pick
A ssets Dec. 31, 1911.
A ssets Dec, 31, 1911,
Moses died he had given them another
$
4,500.09
Real Estate,
out the ones to spell what he most Real Estate,
$
Nil M ortgage Loans,
277.000.00
leader and had given them victories !needed.
M ortgage Loans,
682,000 00 Stocks and Bonds,
2,193.048.23
in the land of promise.
N i1
I believe that this nation will not Col'ateral Loans,
61,559.08
Cash in Office and Bank,
Keeps everything you will need and
Joshua, reminding them of all thatj forget God, but will continue to help stock s and Bonds
4,129,470 00
13,150.29 would-be very pleased to sell some to
Interest and Rents,
1,242.708.52
|
Cash
m
Office
and
Bank,
the Lord had done, asks them to the world as it is meant to do.
Premiums in Course of Collection,
you.
I ; ARents- Balances,
549.647 21
219,407.70
(Choose whether they will serve the believe that the lives of its people B.lls Receivable,
Nil
2,768,665.30
Gross
Assets,
gods of the idolatrous peoples about will be strengthened and purified by Interest and Rents,
28,486.95
123,907.75
Deduct items not admitted
Nil
them or the Lord, who has blessed remembrance of God.
2,644,757.5
Adm itted Assets,
1
Ah
°ther
Asset;
’
$6,742,312,68
I
Gross A ssets,
them and whose blessings will con -; Let US, having our part in receiving Deduct items not admitted,
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
6,120.43
$
205,220.00
N et Unpaid Losses,
tinue to come to them if they obey !the blessing for all, say, “ As for me
$6,736,192.25
Adm itted A ssets,
Additional Special Reserve for
Liabilities Dee. 31, 1911.
His good laws.
And He adds, “ As jand my house, we will serve the
Claims,
' 100,000.00
$ 252,237 64
for me and my house we will serve j Lord,” and let us remember and give N et Unpaid Losses,
At the corner Grocery opposite
830,112.36
Unearned Premiums,
2,901,854.52 Unearned Premiums,
the Lord.’’
130,810.48
AH
other
Liabilities,
Whitney’s
drug store and get a loaf
All
other
Liabilities,
106,800,91
him reverence in our homes.
78,614.71
Nathaniel Hawthorne in a most
Cash Capital,
1,000 000.00 Contingency Fund,
of
that
famous
Phillips Home
500,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities,
2.475,199.18 Cash Capital,
fascinating history of early colonial
800,000.00
Bakery ..Bread. Mixed with milk
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$6,736.192.25 Surplus over all Liabilities
PROBATE NOTICES.
times has a chapter with the strange
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
Messrs. H arry F. Beedy and Co., A g en t.
and tno ytry best of flour.
One
title of, “ A Rejected Blessing.”
A,
2,644,757.55
Phillips, Maine.
NOTICE.
slice fr:m this bread will not dry up
scourge of small pox had come upon j
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he lias been
L L O Y D S P L A T E G LASS IN S U R A N C E
the colonists.
Cotton Mather learne |duly appointed Administrator of the estate of Elm r T H E H O M E I N S U R A N C E
while you are eating another.
COMPANY
COMPANY
OF
N E W YORK.
W . M cK ' en late of Phi lips in the County of Frank
from a book which had been a short lin, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
NEW YORK.
Remember we have this Bread
time published that by the process All peisons having demands against the estate of
A
ssets
Dec.
31,
1911.
fresh
every day right from the
said deeeased are desired to present the same for
A ssets Dec. 31, 1911.
of vaccination the evil could be settlement, and all indebted there to are requested to
$ 265,000.00
{Real Estate,
oven-red
hot-trv one loaf and you
M ortgage Loan,
$
3 8 ,300.00 M ortgage Loans,
15,000.00
greatly mitigated.
He hastened to make payment immediately.
J • Blaine Morrison. *
Stocks and Bonds,
2 7 ,8 7 5 ,8 6 0 .0 0 Stocks and Bonds,
will
use
no_
other.
559 400.67
tell the good news.
But because j
!> » » » ♦ » ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ < »

R. M.

B R O W N ’S

R. M. B R O W N ’S

Draw Your Chair
by the Fireside

Phillips Hardware Co.

STOP

February 16, 1912.

Cotton Mather had led them in the i
Estate of Pameîia C. Dow.
horrors of witchcraft
persecution
R A N K L I N , ss: A t a Court of P obate holden
they trusted neither him nor his mes-j at FFarmington,
within and for the County of Frank,
sage, and turned from the blessing lin, on the third Tuesday of F, b:ua y , A . D. 1912 .
J. Blaine M on ison , administrator of the (estate Of
(he offered.
Pamelia C- Dow,
There is a bussing greater than late of Avon, in said County, deceased,
presented his first account of administration
that of vaccination which is often having
of the estate of said deceased for allowance:
rejected.
It has done much for our
Ordered, that said administrator give notice to al‘
interested, by causing this order to be pub
nation toward giving us what we persons
lished three weeks successively in the Maine Woods,
at Phillips, that they may appear at a pro
(have, and making us what we are. published
bate Court to be held at Farmington, in said County,
It is the worship of God in the on the third Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
family. Both national and religious have, why the same should not be allowed
J. H. T H O M PSO N , Judge.
blessing will come from such wor
Attest, A . L. Fenderson, Register.
ship.
An incident said to have occurred
Estate of Stephen M. Harlow.
at Atlanta, Ga., is typical of many
F R A N K L IN , ss:
that have taken place.
Five young At a Court of Probate holden at Farmington, with
in and for the County of Franklin, on the third Tues
men started forth from the city one day of Februar /, A. D . 1912.
W hereas a petition has been duly filed praying
Sunday morning intending to spend that
administrât on o f the estate o f Stephen M.
the day in dissipation.
The sound of Harlow late of Avon in said County of Frank
lin, decea ed m ay be granted to Henry W , Allen
the church bells calling to worship or some other suitable person.
Ordered, that said petitioner give notice to all per
£o spoke to the heart of one of the sons interested, by causing this order to be published
three
successively in the Maine Woods, pub
number that he turned from his pur lishedweeks
at Phillips, that they may appear at a Probate
Court
to
be
held
at Farmington, in said County, on
pose.
The remembrance of the old
the third Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
home where he had heard h is ! clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
not be allowed.
mother’s prayers called him back to i have, why the same should
J. H . T H O M P S O N , Judge.
reverence and worship of God. The Attest, A . L - Fenderson, Register.
influence of that home brought him ,!
Estate of Luke F. Chandler.
and by him all of that group back to !
F R A N K L I N , ss: A t a Court of Probate holden
righteousness, and they were num-1 at Farmington, within and for the County of Frank
bered with Atlanta’s most
helpful lin, ofi the third Tuesday of February, A . D. 1912
Whereas a petition has been duly filed praying
(had honored citizens.
that admi istration o f t- e estate o f Luke F.
late o f Weld, in said Countv o f FrankThe influence upon the national Chandler,
1 n, deeeased. may be granted to Charles F. Chand
A

warning— to

feel tired before ex
ertion is not laz-iness— it’s a sign that
the system lacks vitality, and needs the
tonic effect of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Suf
ferers should not delay.
Get rid of
that tired feeing by beginning to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla today.

1 ,7 9 1 ,0 2 5 .1 4
Cash in office and bank,
A gents’ Balances,
2 ,2 2 7 .3 2 6 .8 1
21 4 ,0 5 3 .0 0
Interest and rents,
Admitted Assets,
3 2 .1 4 0 .5 6 4 .9 5
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
$ 1,1 4 4 ,4 3 6 .3 4
Net Unpaid Losses,
11,798 635.00
Unearned Premiums,
2 ,3 8 8 ,0 5 2 .9 0
All other Liabilities,
3 000,0 0 0 .0 0
Cash Capital,
1 3 ,815,440.71
Surplus over all Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and Surplus,

GOOD WORK.

34,460.11
Cash in office and bank,
1 0 2 ,8 1 7 .6 8
(Agents’ Balances,
3 ,4 9 3 ,7 2
Interest and Rents,
6 ,8 7 1 .9 5
All other Assets,
Gross Assets,
987,044.13 j
76,440.13
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted A ssets,
910,604.00
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 33,120.39
Unearned Premiums,
350 131.21
All other Liabilities,
36,914.47
32.14 6 .5 6 4 .9 5
toas/h Capital,
250,000.00 I
(Surplus over all Liabilities,
40,427.93 |
.’otal Liabilities and Surplus,

Done Daily in Phillips. Many Citizens
Tell of It.

ler or some other s ntable person.
Ordered, that said pe itioner give notice to all
persons interested, by causing this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Maine Woods,
published at Phillips, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in said
County, on the third Tuesday of M irch next, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the same should not lie allowed.
|
o t& te s.
j . h . T h o m p s o n , Judge.
|
Remember the
Attest, A . L. Fenderson, Register.
: t a k e nQ o t h e r .

name—Doan’s—and

NOTICE
W ILLO W S H O T E L
STABLE

W IT H

HOUSE.

Large comfortable rooms. Jest the
910,604.00 place to spend a few weeks in the sumCurrier, Agent, j mer for happiness and pleasure. Good
fishing near by. Rates reasonable.
of
phi la
®oth telephones.
Bath room.

J

Geo. M.
Farmington,

I F IR E

Nearly every readey has heard of
Doan’s Kidney Pills. Their good work
in Phillips still continues, and our
citizens are constantly adding en
dorsement by public testimony. No
better proof of merit can be had
than the experience of friends and
neighbors. Read this case:
John W. Kennedy, Phillips, Me.,
says: “ The benefit I received from
Doan’s Kidney Pills three, years ago
has been permanent, and I willingly
confirm my former endorsement of
this remedy. For years I was afflict
ed with kidney trouble and rheumatic
pains and was often unable to gel
about.
I passed many
sleepless
nights, and was also bothered by
the kidney secretions. Dotors failed
to help me and I finally got Doan’s
Kidney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store,
now Preble's Drug Store,
They helped me at once, restoring
my kidneys to a normal condition
and disposing
of my pains and
aches.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
_
New
York,
sole agents for the Uniti
’1 , *
11

LE AV ITT & JACOBS

Maine-

ASSO C IA TIO N
D ELP H IA .

A ssets Dec. 31, 1911.
Real Estate,
$ 521,522.50
(Mortgage Loans,
2,151.281.66
■Collateral Loans,
99,457.12
Stocks and Bonds,
4,863 573.54
Cash in office and bank,
656,642.16
A gents’ Balances,
583,930.48
Interest and rents,
114,865.28
Ail other Assets,
17,723.46
Gross Assets,
9,008,996.20
Deduct items not admitted,
19,776.57
Adm itted Assets,
8,989,219.63
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911.
N et Unpaid Losses,
$ 350,929.47
Unearned Premiums,
a 5,348,878.47
All other Liabilities,
33,553.80
Cash Capital,
750,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2,505,857.89
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
8.989,219.63
A Des Moines man had an attack of
muscular rheumatism in his shoulder.
A friend advised him to go to Hot
Springs.
That meant an expense
of
$160.00 or more. He sought for a quick
er and cheaper way to cu,re it
and
found it In Chamberlain's
Liniment.
Three days alter the first application
of this liniment he was well. For sale
by all dealers.

GEO. L. LAK IN ,
Proprietor
Phillips,

Maine

D. R. R O S S
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office at No. 2 Bates Block

PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

-

M AINE

J. B L A I N E M O R R I S O N

A tto rn e y
Beal Block. Phillips

-

at -

Law

Fire ami Life Insurance

Dr. B. S. Elliott,
D EN TI8T,
Successor to Dr. Holt.

Hour« 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.

Bvenings by

11
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DR.TRUE’S

AVOID HARSH DRUGS.
I of school in the Russell’s Mills district.
I On tne evening of the 22rfd a box so- ’Many Cathartics Tend to Cause Injur ♦
to the Bowels.
j ciable was held to get money for dec
orating the school room.
If you are subject to constipation,
Roy Gammon of Boston passed a few
you should avoid strong drugs ai d cath
i days in town with his mother, Mrs. A.
artics. They only give temporary re
F. Gammon.
lief and their rt action is harmful and
Strong, Feb. 27, 1912,
Farmington, Me., Feb. 25, 1912.
The name of Ellison S. Purington of sonuy-imes more annoying than consti
The Family Laxative
aud Worm Medicine
The program for Rhetoricals at the Farmington is given as the winner of pation. They in no way effect a cure
Bert Welch of Phillips, visited his
Makes growing children
High school, Wednesday afternoon, the Charles Carroll Everett scholarship and their tendency is to weaken the al parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Welch,
ready tveak organs with which they
healthy, hearty, a n d
over Sunday.
Feb. 21, was appropriate to Washing at Bowdoin. His name and also that of come in contact.
happy ; it should have
ton’ s birthday. The large school flag Seward J. Marsh are given as provi
We honestly believe that we have the friends Saturday evening.
a permanent place in
Refreshevery
home. M others!
best
constipation
treatment
ever
dei
,__
,
„
,_
_
,
,
_„
.
was draped on the wall back of the sional commencement speakers.
when little folks seem
vised Our faith in it is so strong that Ipai y to about “ D bc 00 mates *. l
principal’ s desk, while bunting was
With entertainments at two different we sell it on the positive guarantee uients of popcorn, fudge and oranges
peevish and irritable, give them
Dr. True’s Eiixir. It expels worms,
over the other pictures and around the churches and a dance, all in one even- tnat it shall not cost the user a cent if |were served.
A fine time "was encures costiveness, indigestion,
clock. A large picture of Washington |ing, the village is getting giddy, al- it does not give entire satisfaction and poyed by all.
feverishness, biliousness; the little
completely remedy constipation. This
ills which, neglected, lead to serious
hung over the large flag. A patriotic though Lent has begun,
Miss
Ethel
Brackley
of
Freeman,
sickness.
Dr. True’s Elixir is pleas
preparation is called Rexall Orderlies.
song was sung, followed by two recitaThe Christian Endeavor meeting last These
ant to take and good for old and
are prompt, soothing, and most was a caller in town Wednesday of
young. In use 60 years. All dealers.
tions: The Revolutionary Rising, by Sunday afternoon was led by Misses effective in action. They are made of j, 7 ~ k
35c, 50c, and 51.00 a bottle.
Miss Marie Kempton, and PaulRevere’s i Nellie Farmer and Annie Mallett. Dr. a recent chemical discovery. Their i
Mrs. Fred
Daggett
entertained
DR. J. F.TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine
Ride, by Miss Dorothea May Carville; Grenfell and his work was the subject, principal ingredient is odorless, tastethen followed another song by the
True Makepeace with a college friend less, and colorless. Combined with twelve ladies at flinch Tuesday afterother well-known ingredients long es |
. .
„ ,
_____________________________ ______
school. Welcome to Lafayette was was at home over Sunday with his par- tablished for their usefulness in the Iiloon m bonor °t ^er friend, Mrs. :given by Mr. Leavitt; The Fifer and ents, Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Makepeace.
treatment of constipation, it forms a; Frank Hodgman of Kingfield.
out 17 teeth at one time.
He has
Drummer of Scituate, by Miss Kenney;
The program for the Grange meeting tablet which is eaten just like candy. F> w Look was j Kingfield a few n<* been able to attend to his duties
may be taken at any time, either ,
&
i.
^
+. „
The Ride of Jennie McNeal, by Miss of March 2 will include a stereopticon They
day or night, without fear of their tlays last week doing plumbing
for : m Dyer s drug store.
Jennie Ellsworth. , All spoke clearly lecture on “ Tramping in Switzerland’ ’ , causing any inconvenience whatever, j several different ones.
i Mr. and Mr . H. Luce
and Irene
and distinctly and with appropriate ges. by Rev. H. E Latham.
nausea!"
Tbey^c'twitiiout^ausing^any
.
Mrand
MraChas.
Howard
and,
«ecord
visited
relatives
in
Phillip«
tures, showing the faithful work of the
The R. F. D. carriers of the county
pain or excessive looseness of the i little son Paul, of Phillips, visited unday.
pupils and their teacher, Mrs. Blanche held their third annual meeting at the
bowels. They are ideal for children, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edd. H ow
Schoolsin town closethis week for
Harrington-Sampson.
court house last Thursday, and dinner
weak, delicate persons, and aged peo ard tk firgt Qf
week.
three weeks’ vacation, all but the
We are glad to know that Mrs was partaken of at the Exchange hotel. pie, as well as for the most hearty per*
’
i The members of the Grange gave >iiish school, that keeps one week
Charles E. Wheeler, who has been quite The officers elected for the coming son.
ill for some months, is gaining in health. year are: Pres., Hiram B. Coolidge,
i2Ti i b i e t r eioinc'!;i«ee
&
\
-z
%
r
ka iiinch party rriday at tue Gi'anse lonser'
Mrs. Sara A. Stanley Nelson of Port, Farmington; Vice Pres., Edward H. cents; 80*tablets, 50 cents. Remember, hal1 for the benefit of theParcel
U T; Hunter is busy sawing up
Each member invited o n e I wood piles with his gasolene engine.
land is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. » I. Hackett, New Vineyard; Sec. and you can obtain them only at our store— post.
The Rexall Store. R. H. Preble.
guest.
A good sum was realized.
Arthur Brackley has been in Kin.gTreas., Carl Hamlin, Temple.
N. Allen, for a time.
Frank Harnden is quite ill with a
Quite a number from this place at --- -------- --------- ' —
■
L
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hackett of |field and Salem the past two weeks
tended the automobile show in Port- ton and Mrs. James Small dispensed ; New yineyard, were callers in town packing apples.
grip cold and asthma.
Harry Russell was called to Wilton 1land the past week,
refreshing raspberry shrub from a large the first of the week.
The High school had a dance ia
recently to accompany his sister, Mrs. j The Farmington Board of Trade held punch bowl. Miss Katiieiine M. l i t - , Mrs. Lena Conant returned Satur- Luce’s hall last Saturday night.
George Rynrill of West Roxbury, a meeting at Drummond Hall, Wednes- comb had a “ tasting” cake composed day from New portland, w iere 8he
Miss
Florence Luce and brother
Mass., to Weld, with the body of her day evening, Feb. 28.
of twenty-five l erent ingre lenls, ,jas spent
winter with her daugh- Niel, spent Sunday with relatives in
husband, who died of pneumonia, aged
A very pleasant evening was passed, which caused some puzzling of wits, ,
„
_
. . . .
, ,
,
ter, Mrs. H. S. Spear.
Mrs. Co- New Vineyard.
.
64 years.
Friday, Feb. 23, when the Ladies’ only a few being guessed by each one '
..
.
.
.
.
nant is recovering from a severe atThe portable mill operated by F. P.
Nearly $42,000 in taxes were assessed Union Opportunity Circle and the Y. P. tasting. A very pleasant evening was a
.
tack of acute indigestion which she Nutting was burned down one day las I
the past year and all were collected S. C. E. entertained the Normal enjoyed by all.
suffered about two weeks ago.
week.
This makes several times it
within six months of the time they were teachers and pupils and other attend
He will rebuild at once.
Mrs. Clifford Hunter of Phillips, has burned.
put in the hands of Collector Charles H. ants of the Old South church. The
Ivan O. Small of Lowell, Mass., is
visited
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Earl
Kings
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Manley Whiting are
!
the
guest
of
his
parents,
Jailer
and
Pierce.
guests were welcomed at the door by
Carpenters and masons will be busy officers of the three societies, then Mrs. W. W. Small, for a week. Mr (ley a few days last week.
suffering from severe colds and sore
the coming season, as three new blocks favors of miniature white hatchets tied Small, who is employed in a bank in
Mr. and Mrs. C. V.' Starbird gave throats.
are to be erected on the Odd Fellows’ with blue and white ribbon were given |Lowell, has recently been promoted to a party Monday evening, Feb. 26, in
Mrs. Walter Durrell is quite ill, she
lot on the east side of Broadway,— each one by two young ladies. George a much more responsible position. He honor of their son Raymond’s 21st is cared for by Miss Gusta Richards.
Keyes Square.
and Martha Washington, dressed in is only 18 years old, and is an enter- birthday.
About 45 of his former
The remains of Libby Rackliff of
A scientific or manual training course costume, then greeted the guests. ! prising, clean-cut young man. His schoolmates and friends
enjoyed Waterville, were brought here Tues
is to be added to the work of the High George, B. M. Small, with white peri friends wish him the best of success. games and merriment.
During the day noon for burial.
Services were
school in the near future.
winkle, and velvet suit with knicker Mr. W. W. Small formerly lived in evening harlequin ice cream and j held at the M. E. church at 1 o’clock,
We hear that Mrs. Belle W. Gilman bockers; Martha, Miss May Baker( |Phillips, where he was employed in the
assorted cakes were served.
At a conducted by their former pastor of
has deeded her home, “ Beechwood” , to with powdered hair, flowing sleeves, Maine Woods office.
________
late hour the guests departed wish- Waterville.
Mr. Rackliff was once
tne Farmington Home for Aged People. draped skirt and mob cap. The vestry
The
wind
blew
a
fearful
gale
Thors-1
MrMtarblrd
many
more
happy
a
resident
of
this town, later he
The officers of the corporation are: was decorated witn several large flags,
Mr. Starbird was much ¡moved his family to Bigelow, where
Pres., Mrs. Lillian M. Paine; Vice bunting, and red crepe paper over the day night, but Saturday and Sunday » “ 'thdays.
; surprised on being presented with a j he was postmaster for a great many
Pres., Miss Harriett H. Thwing; Sec., electric lights. Each tine was given were fine days
A few years ago he moved
Mrs. Harriett E. P. Keyes; Treas., the half of a quotation, to find the other j The sick folks aregenerally improv- i beautiful gold watchfob and fountain years.
pen from his schoolmates, a pair gold to Waterville, where he lived until his
Mrs. Isabel W. Greenwood.
half; when “ matched” , the couple mg.
David M. Howe diedlast Thursday j cui£ buttons,
gold scarf pin, silk hand death. He leaves a wife, Lizzie Harlow,
Mrs. Grace Robinson Driscoll is visit were to hold conversation for five min
¡kerchief, nice linen handkerchief and one daughter, Phylis, and one son,
ing Mrs. Richard F. Leader in Lewis utes. Upon a table was a variety of and his funeral took place Saturday.
Mr. Perkins, who has lately moved large box of fudge from other friends Earl, beside many relatives and friend
objects to be guessed, the hint a3 to the
ton.
District, Superintendent Rev. G. D. to mourn his loss.
Much sympathy
Miss Marion Look and Copeland Mer answer being given on slips of paper on I from Sidney, has taken rent in Mrs.
.Holmes held the last quarterly con- is felt for the family, especially Mrs.
rill accompanied Paul and Kathleen the wall. On a large card was given Hattie Briggs' house.
Ralph Ellsworth has lately purchased j ference at the parsonage last Fri- Rackliff, as she was here only a few
Hodgkins to the home of the latter in “ The Wedding of the Flowers ’ , to find
day night, which was largely attended-, weeks ago to attend her brother
Temple, where they will spend the the appropriate flower for answer to a Victor graphophone.
The Reed school house circle met The pastor, Rev. W. P. Holman, was Stephen Harlow’s funeral.
question a-ked. A short program fol
week-end.
Roland Hinds of Phillips, was in
Seward J. Marsh, F. H. S., ’08, is one lowed, consisting of three selections by with Mrs. Charles Green la3t Wednes- Risked to return for a third year.
of the first basses, and Harold Gilbert, Brown’ s orchestra, a solo by Miss Flor I day*
•
; Principal and Mrs. Merle Keyes of town Monday evening to attend the
F. H. S., ’09, is one of the mandolin ence Robinson, and a reading ty “ Sa
Many of our people attended the sale Phillips, were calling on friends in birthday party of his cousin, Ray
mond Starbird.
players in the Bowdoin Musical club, mantha Green” , (Mrs. A. L. Walcott), at Knox's.
town last Saturday.
Leo Whittemore has been visiting a t ,
which is to give a series of concerts in costume, all of which were much en
Mrs. E: S. Kingsley is in Auburn
Mra' F' J- Ward of Wllton- " as the and Lewiston visiting friends.
joyed and applauded. A circular march the home of J. J. Hunt.
this season.
________
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W. P.
Last week was recorded the death of was lead by Geoige and Martha, which
Mrs. H. N. Luce has been suffering
Mrs. Julia M. swift, who went t0 ]T°lman, last week.
Mrs. David. M Howe. This week we was participated in by nearly all pres
from a severe cold the past week.
Ali*, and Mrs. John Terrill of Phillip
must add the name of the aged hus ent. Humorous clippings were distrio- Portland the middle of December to
Mrs. Mae Kellogg has assisted in
band, who died of pneumonia. He was uted and read by a number. The re nurse her daughter, Mrs. F. E. True, visited relatives in town the first of the post0ffice during the absence of
an old soldier and the flag hung at half freshment tables were decorated with who was very ill, returned to her home the week.
Mrs. Avis Whiting.
cherry trees and the napkins with in Farmington last week.
mast for him on G. A R. hall.
Mrs. Dell Williamson of Farmington
The E/ergreen club of lower High Falls, is visiting her husband, who is
Miss Minnie Crowell, F. H. S.. ’ 09, bunches of cherries with their leaves.
has just closed a very successful term Welsh rarebit prepared in chafing i street held their annual meeti’ « at tht’ 1scaling lumber at the station
A W ARNING AGAIN ST W E T F E E T.
dishes was served on saltines, Mrs. G home of Mrs. Joseph Marcous, Wed
Mrs Marie Harris is in very poor
W et and ch illed fe e t u su ally a ffe c t
A. Thomas, Mrs. A. L. Fenderson, Mrs. nesday afternoon. These annual gath - healthf she is cared fQr at Dr BelPs the m u cou s m em b ra n e o f the nose,
W e wish to call your attention to the | E. L Libby, Mrs. Laforest Norton, eririgs are occasions of much jollity |hospital
Her daughter Christine, tihroat and lun gs, an d la g rip p e , bronfact that most infectious diseases such
and Mrs. J. R. Kittredge, presiding among the members arul tins year , am| ,
Benj. „urbanR, whom she I
“ S V W" ,ch
a» whooping- cough, diphtheria and scar
over them. Cakes of various kinds and prove, no exception
cared for, are stopping with her sister : one racking. '«S I " £ X t a '*ive' Fo"
let fever are contracted when the child
Another heavy fall of snow this week
„„„
, __ ; s
l8ll' e J-’ 0'
cream candies were passed by the
has a cold. Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy j
1Mrs. Julia Whitney of West Freeman. e*v b Honey and Tar Compound.
it
! reminds us that winter is yet with us.
younger
members.
Mrs.
P.
S.
Moul
soothes
the
Inflamed
membranes,
and
will quickly cure a cold and greatly less
Roy Lewis has been suffering the
The
Normal
Model
schools
are
closed
neals
the
cough
quickly.
Take
no
sub
en
the danger of
contracting
these
E. H. W hitney, Phillips, M e
this week on account of a case of diph. past week from the effects of having stitute.

FARMINGTON

STRONG

diseases.
This remedy is famous for j
If you are troubled with chronic con
Its cures of colds. It contains no opium I
stipation, the mild and gentle effect of
or other narcotic and may be given to |
Chamberlain’s Tablets makes them espec
a ahild with implicit confidence. Sold j
lally suited to your case.
For sale by
by all dealers.
vl) dealers.

There Must Be a Reason Why I
Have Sold More

theria. This precaution was taken to
stay any possible spread of the disease.
Mrs. Arthur Thomas was called to
Portland last week by the illness of her
sister.
Mother»; M ig h t Learn Antidotes.

A young mother, during the inland)
of her first born, set herself the tasl
of committing to memory antidote*
for the commonest poisons known, ea
peclally those that It might be pc>*
slble for children to come Into contact
with. In addition to this, she mem
orlzed methods of aiding drowning
and Injured persons. In fact, learned
sort of a “ first aid to the injured” set
of rules. Would not this be an excel
lent plan for all mothers?—Good
Housekeeping Magazine.
FIRST

In Franklin County than all the rest the
city dealers, agents, sub agents, etc.
combined during the past five years.
You have to work hard for your
money and you o w e it to yourself to buy
where you can make every dollar count.

CHAV
Church

Street

W . NORTON
-

-

Farm in«ion, Maine

LA

GRIPPE,

THEN

BRON

CH ITIS.

That w as the case with Mrs, W .
S.
Bailey, M cCreary, Ky., “ My wife was
taken down w ith a severe attack
of
aa grippe,
which run into bronchitis.
She coughed as tho’ she had consump
tion and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of F oley’ s Honey and Tat
Compound gave her so much relief thai
she continued using it until she
was
•
cured.’’
E. II.
W hitney,

Phillips, Mo

, , i

ELIXIR

Hess Stock Food
The best line we
ever carried.
Worth calling to see if you
don’t buy.
Our low prices are a great
induceme yt to " ' w,

. E. DYER.
STRONG,

M A IN E .
• O M M S M fM O M e M M M e e M *

!
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W E S O LIC IT T H E

/

PATRON

AGE OF T H A T CLASS ©F DE
POSITORS

WHO

ABSOLUTE

CONSIDER

SAFETY

FIRST.

OUR C A P IT A L AND SURPLUS
OF

D .

F .

H

O Y T

$110,000.00

GUARANTEES

T H A T S A F E T Y , AND OUR
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E

SEDGELEY, HOYT & CO.
Only Three

IN

HIGH

E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W I T H
SUCH S A F E T Y .

NO. 5 BEAL BLOCK,

PHILLIPS,

ME.

New Trousers for Spring
Have Just Arrived

Phillips National
Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

Ladies’ Winter Suits L eft
Size 36, Brown Mixed $19.00 suit, cut to
Size 34, Brown Mixed $17.50 suit, cut to
Size 34, Gray Mixed $18. 50 suit, cut to

$12.00
$10.00
$11.00

MAINE

Mrs. Ed. West and children
of:
Rangeley have been in town this wee^l
Dana Blodgett of Rangeley, was in j
town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Walker were
guests of Mrs. Walker’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Hinkley, in Madrid
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Stubbs of
Strong, were in Phillips one day last
"week.

all day,’ ’ and (for boys) “ See a pin
let it lay you’ll have bad luck,” with
viriuos colored pins, to be used in
finding partners, were given out. The
followed an evening of marching and
games interspersed "with music and
Kingfield, February 27, 1912.
songs.
The principal attraction was
1
The large delegation of scholars an in-door track meet, consisting of
and citizens from Kingfield who at a 30-inch dash, in which each athlete
tended the Interscholastic Speaking drew the length of a 30-inch string
______
Contest at Strong, February 21, into his mouth at the end of which
Taylor Hill, Feb. 27, 1912.
came home feeling more than pleased, was a kiss (candy of course). This
Mrs. Vaughan from the village, with the wok of their representa was won by Reginald Schafer, ’15,
spent two days with her sister, Mrs. tives. Miss Schafer won another cup and Hazel Weymouth, ’14.
The shotHowes recently.
Mrs. Howes has for the the Kingfield High school, whi put, in which each contestant having
Kingfield five beans,was supposed to drop them
been suffering from a bad case of the makes the fifth won by
students.
Mr. Small also did his from a certain
prevailing distemper.
height
into as
Miss Ruth Webster of the F. S. town much credit.
many jars, ended in a tie between
N. school, spent Saturday and SunThe stork in passing Kingfield last Currier Weymouth, '12, Erland Win
klay recently with her parents, Mr. and week left
a son
at John
But- ter, '13, and the girls, Shirley Mer
Mrs. George Webster.
terfield’s, February 23, and a daugh- chant., ’15, Florence Cummings, ’15,
Z. M. Vaughan and son Neil, have ter at the home of J. C. French, Theresa Lander, ’l l , and Flora Norrecently been on their farm looking |February 25.
ton, '13.
These five drew lots for
after the browntail moths.
Orren Tufts and Glenn Winter are the prize and Currier Weymouth and
Agency Universal SteanvLaundry.
Miss Ruth Lisherness entertained at home for a few days from Farmin ¡Flora Norton were
the lucky ones.
a few friends at Mr. and Mrs. W. K. |ton High school.
The standing broad grin was won by
Howes’ one evening recently. Music,
Nelson Barden, Currier Weymouth, Currier Weymouth with a smile that
singing and social chat was the order JErland Winter, Milton Wing
and measured four and one half inches,
of the evening, followed by a treat Hazen Alward formed a basketball and Theresa Lander with a smile tha
: of popcorn, apples and candy.
Iteam to play North New Portland measured four inches.
The hammer
David Gray, who lives on the old j picked team Saturday evening. Game throw
in which each contestant
------------ ■
-----------— — Kennedy place, has been on the sick won by N. N. Portlands, 18 to 16. threw a blown up paper bag as far
ously entered into the activities of list, but is better.
Lucian P. Dudley died at his home, as his or her strength would permit,
that society.
Her mother, Mrs. W. Charles Williams is gaining from his Kingfield, Tuesday,
February 20, was won by Bernice Williamson, »13,
B. Elwell, will make herfuture home ; ¡illness of blood poison.
following several months’ illness of and Ellery Butts, '13.
in the relay
with herdaughter in Bath.
The farmers are busy hunting for Bright’s disease.
He was 66 years ¡race each contestant ate a dry soda
Hark, hark, the dogs do bark,
the nests of the browntail moth. It of age and has always resided in «cracker, the qne doing it in the short
Beggars are coming to town;
is hard work, as the snow is so deep.!Kingfield
and Freeman, his father est time winning.
The lucky ones
••••••© ••••••© © •J
Some in rags, some in tags,
being the first white male child: were Cloyd Small, '15, in 34 seconds,
Call and look over the assortment
And some in velvet gowns.
¡born in this town. Mr. Dudley was and Hortense Savage, ’14, 40 seconds.
of post cards at the Cash Grocery
___ King’s Daughters representing
The
Iwell known in this vicinity as a land ¡Snapping
mottoes containing little
store. You can get six for five cents. ,Mother Goose rhymes will meet Fri________
surveyor, lumberman and agent for favors were then passed, after which
Fremont
Scamman brought into
evening> March 1, with Mrs. Fred
Temple, Feb. 26, 1912."
lands’ and
esteemed.
He icame the march to supper, led by
the office a large nest of brown tail iWells A team will be at tbe post
It took
Mrs. Ralph Fish of Dover, N. H., leaves a wife’ son and several bro* ¡Muriel and Carlton Wood.
moths that he got in North Auburn. |office at 7 30 p
to carry thegues)
five small and two large tables to
is
with
her
brother
and
wife,
Mr.
and!thers
and
sistersthe
most
He
also has found three or four tQ her homei
of whom were present at the funeral. Beat the guests.
At each place were
Mrs. Joseph Manock.
bests at his farm in Phillips.
F. y Berry, station accountant of
Funeral services were held Saturday, individual cakes from which floated
Mrs.
Olive
Russell
has
been
in
Lee Daggett of Strong was in town the Maine Central railroad, Portland,
Kingfield to assist in caring for the Feb. 24, from the house, Rev. A. H. small American flags, the paper nap
Monday.
was jn town last week.
Carvill officiating.
kins were of cherry design and the
sick children of her daughter, Mrs.
W. B. Hoyt returned Saturday from; g
Beal was in Boston on busiMrs. Lizzie Luce of New Portland, dining-room illumination was entire
Butterfield.
e two weeks’ business trip to Weld, neSg jagj. weei£i
The little son of. Mr. and Mrs. Harry is the guest of Mrs. Philander Butts ly by candle light, the candles being
Dixfield, Wilton, Farmington, etc., an
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard and so
pet at each place in rose holders and
,
,
.
,
Stevens
has been very sick; also the for a few days.
got many oiders for cemetery work. Paul, were in Strong Sunday and vis- ....
.
„
Miss
Lydia
Jacobs
is
staying
at
a candelabra in the center of each
“
little son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
The temperance lecture given by ited ’his parents, Mr.
O. C. Dolbier’s for the present.
and Mrs. F. E. Merchant.
table.
The tables were filled with
Rev. M. S. Hutchins Sunday evening, Howard.
The Kingfield House has just in- a lot of good things as well as a
Mrs.
Carrie
Blodgett,
who
has
had
Feb. 18, was very interesting and in
Miss Ella Beal was in Farmington |
pneumonia, was cared for by a traine stalled a large new 12 hole Glenwood merry company and full justice was
structive, it being in memory of the one day last week.
hotel range.
done to the repast.
Mrs. Winter
j nurse, Miss Graves from Lewiston.
work and life of Frances E. Willard. Mrs. Annie Carlton visited her sister
Danville
Durrell
of
Dead
River
was
assisted
in
serving
by Mrs. E.
We noticed by the Lewiston Journ Mrs. Charles Howard, a few days lastly Henry Jenkins passed away at noon was in town Thursday en route from L. Pennell and Mrs. F. B. Hutchins.
Feb.
11,
after
an
illness
of
ten
days,
al of last week, Thursday, that Mrs. week.
1
caused by a shock. He suffered great Plymouth, N. H., where he has been
Alfred Sparks of Rumford was in a
The millinery store of Mrs. J. C.
visiting
his daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Boston hospital recovering from an Tirreli will be closed beginning Mon ly the last hours he lived. He has al Geo. Bemis.
Proper Things to 6s>.
ways
lived
in
town
and
will-be
missed.
operation for appendicitis. Her many day, March 4, while she is in the city
C.
O.
Wilkins,
we
are
pleased
to
To
a
7° ung woman who has forPhillips friends hope for a complete for her spring and summer stock of He was a soldier and a member oM.h state, who went to Buffalo, N y |
echooi teaching for matrimony
¡G. A. R. His death comes as a double ,
,
’ and housekeeping: “ Don’t you feel
recovery. Mrs.- Spark * was formerly goods.
The store will be opened
breavement to his family, his daughte* for examination of his foot finds he j lost wlthtmt anything to d o r
;Mrs. Vina Allen.
March 18.
Mrs. Wing of Phillips, having died has a broken arch which can be ; To a motorman: “Don’t you somoMiss Dallas Voter, who is attend
Vinton Hough visited in Portland
only two months ago.
He leaves a easily relieved and he will return j tiems get tired of stopping for peoing the State Normal school at New bver Sunday.
; Pie?”
wife,
three
sons,
two
daughters,
and home the last of the week.
ark, N. J., has just passed the exami
Mrs. J. F. Hilton returned from
Notwithstanding
the
fact
that
the
To a doctor: “I should think your
grandchildren.
He was 64
nation for the first half year very sat Lewiston Monday noon, -where she wa eleven
wind tried to blow them back the lrr/e^ u,ar hours would almost kill you."
years
and
seven
months
old.
isfactoriJy and enters on the last half called by the death of her mother,
the
invited guests finally reached t h ' ^° a newspaper man:
But of
v,
. M f , _
,
\ „
course, I never believe more than half
of the year with much enthusiasm». Mrs. Jones.
home of Muriel Pearl and Erland S. j that I read in the papers.”
She graduated from Phillips High
Mrs. Jesse Bixby and little son hav
Winter, Friday night, to find it gay- j To a postman: “Don’t your feet
school in the class of 1911, which we gone to Mexico for a while.
Monarch’s Odd Menu.
ly arrayed in flags, bunting and the ache by night?”
Peter the Great loved, and most fre
think speaks a good word for its
Miss Mamie Webber of the Farming!
High school colors, red and white,
To a librarian: "You must enjoy
quently
ordered
for
his
swn
special
training also for teachers and super ton Normal school, was in town over
enjoyment, a soup with four cabbages and the ushers, Master Amos Winter reading the new novels ahead of ev
intendent.
Sunday.
ln it, gruel, pig <cith sour cream for and
Thelma
French, in waiting, erybody else in town.”—Newark News.
Mrs. Mary Stackpole of Farmington* Will Hellen of Wilton, was in town sauce; cold roi. ,t meat, wit a pickled j Cards inscribed (for girls) “ See a
has accepted a position in the milli a few days last week.
cucumbers for salad; lemons and lam pin pick it up, you’ll have good luck
You will find that druggists every
nery department of J. R. Libby Co.,
preys, salt meat, ham and limburger
where speak
well
of
Chamberlain's
cheese. He began dinner with cab
Portland.
Her many friends will
Cough Remedy.
They know from long
A L M O S T L O S T HIS L IF E .
F. E. B.
bage water, and closed the banqueting
experience ln the
sale of it * that in
greatly regret her departure.
She
S. A . Stid, of Masoin, Mich, will n ev- —iL ,
* ***** iT
J"“ '
W e heard a man say the other m orn cases of coughs and colds it can a l
forget
m m his
i terrible exposure to a I w^ b goblets of burgundy.
ing
that the abbreviation for
F ebru ways be depended upon, and that it is
has efficiently conducted the music er
«
merciless sto.rom.
“ It gave me a dread
ary— Feb.— means
freeze
every body,
For
pale
at the North church and has zeal- ful o d d ,” he write®, “ that caused se 
and
th a t man looked frozen in his ul pleasant and safe to take.

Look Them Over

We Have Your Size

<►
<►
<►
<►
<►

KINGFIELD

Taylor Hill.

New Goods Arriving Every
Day

I LOCAL NOTES il

Temple.

vere pains In m y chest, so that it was
hard for me to breath.
A
neighbor
gave
me several doses of Dr. K in g ’s
B L A M E D A GOOD W O R K E R .
New Discovery which, brought great re
“ I blamed m y heart for severe d is lief.
The doctor said I was on the
tress Ln m y left side for two years,” verge of pneumonia, but to
continue
writes W . Evans, Danville, V a., ‘ ‘but with tlie Discovery.
I did so
and
I know now 1ft was indigestion, as Dr. two bottles completely cured m e.” Use
K in g’s New Life Pills completely cured only this quick, safe, reliable medicine
m e.”
Best for stomach, liver and kid for coughs, colds, or any throat
or
ney troubles constipation, headache or lung trouble.
Price 50c and $1.00. T ridebility.
25c a t E. H. W hitney’s, al bottle free.
Guaranteed by E. H .
Phillips; Riddle’s Pharmacy, Rangeley; W hitney, Phillips;
Riddle’s Pharmacy,
Châties E. Dyer's, Strong, L. L. M itch
Rangeley; Charles E. Dyer, of Strong;
ell's, Kingfield.
L. L. Mitchelfl, Kingfield.

ster.
Itwas apparent that he needed
the
kindof warmth that stays,
the
warmth that reaches from head to foot,
Avoid
taking cold if your kidneys all over the body.
W e could have told
axe sensative.
Cold comgjests the kid him from personal
knowledge
that
Sarsaparilla
gives
permanent
neys, throws too much work ujpon them Hood’s
warmth, it invigorates the blood and
and weakens theLr action.
Serious kid- speeds it along through artery
and
I ney trouble and even Briglht’s disease vein, and really fits men and women,
may result.
Strengthen your kidneys, boys and girls, to enjoy cold weather
I get rid of the pain and soreness, build and resist the attacks of disease. It
I them up by the timely use of Foley gives the right kind of warmth, stim u
| Kidney Pills.
Tonic in action, quick lates and strengthens at the same time
I in results.
E. H. Whitney*» Phillips, and all its benefits are lasting. There
|Main®.
may be a suggestion in this for you.

HOW COLD A F F E C T S T H E

by aU dealers.
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